
 "My Space" Credit Card Agreement

(B) Occupational Details πª©dG á¡L äÉfÉ«H (Ü)

πª©dG á¡L º°SGEmployer Name»Ø«XƒdG Ö≤∏dGJob Title

á«dÉ◊G πª©dG á¡L ™e áeóÿG IóeEmployed Since

…ôµ°ùY
Military

IQGOEG
Management

á«Ñàµe ∫ÉªYCG
Clerical

IôgÉe ádÉªY
Skilled Labor

(ójóëàdG AÉLôdG) ôNBG πªY
Other (specify)

Öàµe
Office

á````∏jƒ````–
Extension

(A) Personal Details  á```«°üî°ûdG äÉ```fÉ```«ÑdG (CG)

Address  ¿Gƒæ©dG

…ô¡°ûdG ÖJGôdG ΩÓà°SG ïjQÉJ
Date Salary Received (Day of Month)

…ôég
Hijri

…OÓ«e
Gregorian

(ójóëàdG AÉLôdG) ôNBG ´ƒf
Other (specify)

»eƒµM
Government

»eƒµM ¬Ñ°T
Semi-Government

…ôµ°ùY
Military

¢UÉN
Private

πª©dG øY óYÉ≤àe
Retired

¢UÉN πªY
Self-Employed

πª©dG ´ƒf
Type of Employer

(B) Occupational Details πª©dG á¡L äÉfÉ«H (Ü)

(ójóëàdG AÉLôdG) á«°ùæ÷G
Nationality (Please specify)

(ÚjOƒ©°ù∏d) á«æWƒdG ájƒ¡dG ábÉ£H
National ID (Saudi)

(ÚjOƒ©°ùdG Ò¨d) áeÉ`bE’G
Iqama (Non-Saudis)

QGó°UE’G ¿Éµe
Place of issue

AÉ¡àfE’G ïjQÉJ
Expiry Date

áæ°ùdGô¡°ûdGΩƒ«dG

YYYYMMDD

ájƒ`¡`dG º`bQ
ID No.

ájƒ`¡`dG
ID

ÜõYCG
Single

êhõàe
Married

≥∏£e
Divorced

πeQCG
Widow

Iô`°SC’G OGôaCG OóY
Number of Dependents

á«YÉªàLE’G ádÉ◊G
Marital status

»FGóàHG
Elementary

§°Sƒàe
Intermediate

…ƒfÉK
Secondary

»©eÉL
Graduate

É«∏Y äÉ°SGQO
Post-Graduate

»ª∏©dG π«°üëàdG iƒà°ùe
Education Level

≈ãfCG
Female

ôcP
Male

OÓ«ŸG ó∏H
Country of Birth

¢ùæ÷G
Gender

OÓ«ª`dG ï``jQÉ```J
Date of Birth

áæ°ùdGô¡°ûdGΩƒ«dG

YYYYMMDD

∂∏e
Owned

QÉéjEG
Rented

á∏FÉ©dG øµ°S
Family House

ácô°ûdG øµ°S
Company Accommodation

øµ°ùdG ´ƒf
Type of Housing

iôNCG
Other

≈æÑŸG ºbQ
Building No.

´QÉ°ûdG
Street

»◊G
District

á≤£æŸG
Area

ójÈdG ¥hóæ°U
P.O Box

áæjóŸG
City

…ójÈdG õeôdG
Zip Code

ó∏ÑdG
Country

E-mail ÊhÎµdEG ójôH@ ô```NBG
Other

¢ùcÉa
Fax

∫Gƒ```L
Mobile

á````∏jƒ````–
Extension

∫õ``æe
Home

Öàµe
Office

á≤£æŸG
Area

´QÉ°ûdG ºbQ
Street No.

´QÉ°ûdG º°SG
Street Name

ójÈdG ¥hóæ°U
P.O Box

…ójÈdG õeôdG
Zip Code

áæjóŸG
City

º∏©e
Landmark

¿Gƒæ©dG Gòg »`a áeÉbE’G Ióe
Resident Since

Address in Home Country (Non-Saudis) (ÚjOƒ©°ùdG Ò¨d) ΩC’G ó∏ÑdG »`a ¿Gƒæ©dG

Employer Address πª©dG á¡L ¿GƒæY

á≤£æŸG
Area

´QÉ°ûdG ºbQ
Street No.

´QÉ°ûdG º°SG
Street Name

ójÈdG ¥hóæ°U
P.O Box

…ójÈdG õeôdG
Zip Code

áæjóŸG
City

Öàµe
Office

¢ùcÉa
Fax

á````∏jƒ````–
Extension

∫h’G º°S’G
First Name

Ü’G º°SG
Middle Name

á∏FÉ©dG
Family Name

Ö≤∏dG
Title

QƒàcódG
Dr.

ó«°ùdG
Mr.

Ió«°ùdG
Mrs.

á°ùfB’G
Miss

ôNBG Ö≤d
Other

á``«fÉª`àF’G "My Space" á`bÉ``£H á«bÉØJG



(C) Income Details πNódG øY äÉfÉ«H (ê)

iôNCG πNO QOÉ°üeOther IncomeóLh ¿EG Qó°üŸGSource of Other Income(äÉahô°üŸG - äGOGôjE’G) …ô¡°ûdG πNódG ‹ÉªLEG »`aÉ°UTotal Net Monthly Income (Income - Expenses)

»°SÉ°SC’G ÖJGôdGBasic Salaryøµ°ùdG ∫óHHousing AllowanceäÓ°UGƒŸG ∫óHTransportation Allowance

For Bank Use Only §≤a ∂æÑdG ∫Éª©à°SE’

™«bƒàdG
Signature

ïjQÉàdG
 Date

áæ°ùdGô¡°ûdGΩƒ«dG

YYYYMMDD
»Ø«XƒdG ºbôdG
Employee No.B S F

(D) If you want to apply for a "My Space" Credit Card, please fill the application Below √ÉfOCG êPƒªædG áÄÑ©J AÉLôdG á«fÉªàF’G "My Space" ábÉ£H Ö∏£H Ωó≤à∏d (O)

(kÉaôM 22 ió©àj ’ ) ájõ«∏‚E’G á¨∏dÉH ábÉ£ÑdG ≈∏Y ô¡¶j ¿CG √ójôJ Éªc º°S’G
Name to appear on card (not to excteed 22 characters) 

πª©dG
Business

øµ°ùdG
Residence

»°ùfôØdG …Oƒ©°ùdG ∂æÑdG iód ºµYôa
Your Banque Saudi Fransi Branch

?¬«dEG á«fÉªàF’G ábÉ£ÑdG π°SôJ ¿CG ójôJ …òdG ¿Gƒæ©dG
Where would you like the card to be sent?

¬æe º°üÿG ºà«°S …òdG ÜÉ°ù◊G ºbQ
Account No. to be debited

(F) Declaration QGôbEG (h)

Year  áæ°ùdGMonth  ô¡°ûdGDay  Ωƒ«dG Name º°S’GSignature ™«bƒàdG

: ¬fCG ("ábÉ£ÑdG πeÉM/Ωó≤ŸG" ) á«fÉªàFG ábÉ£H ≈∏Y Ωó≤ŸG qô```≤j
;√ÉfOCG IOQGƒdG •hô```°ûdG h ΩÉµMC’G ≈∏Y ≥aGh h º¡a h CGôb ób .1

;ábÉ£ÑdG πeÉ◊ É¡Áó≤J ” á∏°üØæe ≥FÉKh ‘ äOQh ÉªÑ°ùM áØ∏àîŸG á«aô°üŸG äÉeóÿGh äÉéàæŸG ôjóJ »àdG á∏°üdG äGP iôNC’G  •hô```°ûdG h ΩÉµMC’G ™«ªL ≈dG áaÉ°VE’ÉH , ∂æÑdG iód IOƒLƒŸG äÉHÉ```°ù◊G π«¨```°ûJh íàa ôjóJ »àdG •hô```°ûdG h ΩÉµMC’G ™«ªL h »FóÑŸG ìÉ°üaE’G á≤«Kh h ,∂∏¡à```°ùŸG ájÉªM ÇOÉÑe ≈∏Y ≥aGh h º¡a h CGôb h º∏à```°SG ób .2
 Qôµàj ¿CG »¨Ñæj π«ãªàdG ¿CG ≈∏Y á≤aGƒŸÉH ábÉ£ÑdG πeÉM Ωƒ≤j Éªc .ábÉ£ÑdG π```eÉ◊ ¿ÉªàF’G ábÉ£H QGó°UEÉH ∂æÑdG QGôb øe Aõéc äÉeƒ∏©ŸG √òg ábO ≈∏Y OÉªàY’ÉH Ωƒ≤«```°S ∂æÑdG ¿CG ábÉ£ÑdG πeÉM ô≤j h , ÖfGƒ÷G ™«ªL øe áë«ë°U áeó≤ŸG äÉeƒ∏©ŸG ™«ªL ¿CG h ,á«fÉªàF’G ábÉ£ÑdG QGó°UG πLCG øe áHƒ∏£ŸG ∂æÑ∏d á∏°üdG äGP äÉ```eƒ∏©ŸG ™```«ªL Ëó```≤àH Ωƒ≤«```°S hCG Ωó```b ó```b .3

;∂æÑdG h ábÉ£ÑdG πeÉM ÚH ájQÉŒ ábÓY …CG OƒLh ∫ƒM »eƒj πµ```°ûH
;∂æÑdG øe ábÉ£ÑdG πeÉ◊ áeó≤e äÉeóÿGh äÉéàæŸÉH á£ÑJôŸG äÉª```°ùdG h ôWÉîŸG ¿CG kÉeÉ“ º¡a ób .4

;∂æÑdG πÑb øe »°Vôe ƒëf ≈∏Y É¡«∏Y OôdG ” ób  á∏°üdG äGP Ωƒ```°SôdGh  •hô```°ûdGh ΩÉµMC’G øe …CG hCG ,ábÉ£ÑdG ∫ƒM ¬JGQÉ```°ùØà°SG ™«ªL ¿CG ócDƒj .5
 ¿CG ≈∏Y ≥aGhCG Éªc .(áª°S) á«fÉªàF’G äÉeƒ∏©ª∏d ájOƒ©°ùdG ácô°ûdG øe ,ácô°ûdG iód ¿ƒµj ôNBG ÜÉ```°ùM …CG hCG QƒcòŸG »HÉ```°ùM ¢üîJ hCG »æ°üîJ ,äÉeƒ∏©e øe ¬«dEG êÉà– hCG Ωõ∏j Ée ≈∏Y π°ü– ¿CÉH ácô```°ûdG ¢VƒaCGh ¬JQGOE’ hCG/h ¬à©LGôŸ hCG/h ácô```°ûdG iód »HÉ```°ùM ¢```ù«°SCÉàd »æe É¡Ñ∏£J äÉfÉ«H hCG äÉeƒ∏©e …CÉH »```°ùfôØdG …Oƒ©```°ùdG ∂æÑdG ójhõJ ≈∏Y ≥aGhCG √ÉfOCG ™bƒŸG ÉfCG Gò¡H

.…Oƒ©°ùdG …õcôŸG ∂æÑdG É¡«∏Y ≥aGƒj iôNCG á¡L …C’ hCG /h äÉeƒ∏©ŸG ∫OÉÑàH á°UÉÿGh Iô≤ŸG πª©dG óYGƒbh áeÈŸG ájƒ°†©dG á«bÉØJG ∫ÓN øe (áª°S) á«fÉªàF’G äÉeƒ∏©ª∏d ájOƒ©°ùdG ácô```°û∏d ¢VƒØŸG iód ¿ƒµj ôNBG ÜÉ```°ùM …CG hCG QƒcòŸG »HÉ```°ùëHh »H á°UÉÿG äÉeƒ∏©ŸG øY ácô```°ûdG í°üØJ

The credit card applicant (the “Applicant/Cardholder”) declares that he/she: 
1. has read and understood and agreed with the Terms and Conditions below;
2. has received, read, understood and agreed with the Consumer Protection Principles, the Initial Disclosure Document and all terms and conditions that govern the opening and operation of accounts opened with the Bank as well as all other relevant terms and conditions that govern various banking products 
and services as contained in a separate document provided to the Cardholder; 
3. has provided or will provide all relevant information to the Bank which is required for the issuance of a credit card, and that all of the information provided is true and correct in all respects and Cardholder acknowledges that the Bank will rely upon the accuracy of this information as part of the Bank’s decision 
to issue a credit card to the Cardholder. The Cardholder further agrees that this representation is deemed to be repeated on each day that any commercial relationship between Cardholder and the Bank exists;
4. fully understands the features and risks associated with the products and services offered to the Cardholder by the Bank;
5. confirms that all his/her questions about the cards, any relevant terms and conditions and fees been satisfactorily answered by the Bank. 
Hereby, I the undersigned agree to provide Banque Saudi Fransi with any information that it requires for the establishing and/or auditing and/or administering my accounts and facilities therewith and I authorize it to obtain and collect any information as it deems necessary or in need for regarding me, my 
accounts and facilities therewith, from the Saudi Credit Bureau (SIMAH) and to disclose and share (inclusive of Data Pooling) that information to the said company (SIMAH) in accordance with the Membership Agreement and Code of Conduct approved or to any other agency approved by Saudi Central Bank.

(E) Additional Cards Details á«aÉ°VE’G äÉbÉ£ÑdG äÉeƒ∏©e (`g)

≈ãfCG
Female

ôcP
Male

áHGô≤dG á∏°U
Relationship

¢ùæ÷G
Gender

(1) »`aÉ``````°VE’G Ωó`````≤`à`ª`dG
Additional Member (1)

OÓ«ª`dG ï``jQÉ```J
Date of Birth

áæ°ùdGô¡°ûdGΩƒ«dG

YYYYMMDD

(1) »`aÉ°VE’G Ωó≤àŸG ™«bƒJ
Additional Member Signature (1)

Please provide me with a supplementary card(s) for the following member(s) of my family under my responsibility     »à«dhDƒ°ùe â– »à∏FÉY OGôaC’ á«aÉ°VEG  äÉbÉ£H / ábÉ£ÑH …ójhõJ AÉLôdG

»`aÉ°VE’G Ωó≤àŸG º°SG
Name of additional card holder

≈ãfCG
Female

ôcP
Male

áHGô≤dG á∏°U
Relationship

¢ùæ÷G
Gender

(2) »`aÉ``````°VE’G Ωó`````≤`à`ª`dG
Additional Member (2)

OÓ«ª`dG ï``jQÉ```J
Date of Birth

áæ°ùdGô¡°ûdGΩƒ«dG

YYYYMMDD

(2) »`aÉ°VE’G Ωó≤àŸG ™«bƒJ
Additional Member Signature (2)

»`aÉ°VE’G Ωó≤àŸG º°SG
Name of additional card holder

≈ãfCG
Female

ôcP
Male

áHGô≤dG á∏°U
Relationship

¢ùæ÷G
Gender

(3) »`aÉ``````°VE’G Ωó`````≤`à`ª`dG
Additional Member (3)

OÓ«ª`dG ï``jQÉ```J
Date of Birth

áæ°ùdGô¡°ûdGΩƒ«dG

YYYYMMDD

(3) »`aÉ°VE’G Ωó≤àŸG ™«bƒJ
Additional Member Signature (3)

»`aÉ°VE’G Ωó≤àŸG º°SG
Name of additional card holder

≈ãfCG
Female

ôcP
Male

áHGô≤dG á∏°U
Relationship

¢ùæ÷G
Gender

(4) »`aÉ``````°VE’G Ωó`````≤`à`ª`dG
Additional Member (4)

OÓ«ª`dG ï``jQÉ```J
Date of Birth

áæ°ùdGô¡°ûdGΩƒ«dG

YYYYMMDD

(2) »`aÉ°VE’G Ωó≤àŸG ™«bƒJ
Additional Member Signature (4)

»`aÉ°VE’G Ωó≤àŸG º°SG
Name of additional card holder

≈ãfCG
Female

ôcP
Male

áHGô≤dG á∏°U
Relationship

¢ùæ÷G
Gender

(5) »`aÉ``````°VE’G Ωó`````≤`à`ª`dG
Additional Member (5)

OÓ«ª`dG ï``jQÉ```J
Date of Birth

áæ°ùdGô¡°ûdGΩƒ«dG

YYYYMMDD

(3) »`aÉ°VE’G Ωó≤àŸG ™«bƒJ
Additional Member Signature (5)

»`aÉ°VE’G Ωó≤àŸG º°SG
Name of additional card holder

Banque Saudi Fransi, Saudi Joint stock company, Capital of SAR 12,053,571,670. CR No. 1010073368 (Unified Number 7000025333) P.O. Box 56006 Riyadh 11554, Telephone 

+966112899999, Riyadh 12624–2722, Building No. 7569 AlMadhar-AlMurabba Unit No. 2, Founded under license duly promulgated by royal decree No. 23/m dated 
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"My Space" Credit Card Initial Disclosure Document

á«fÉªàF’G  "My Space" ábÉ£Ñd ‹hC’G ìÉ````°ü`aE’G óæà°ùe

 ábÉ£ÑdG πeÉM º°SG

á«bÉØJ’G ïjQÉJ

…QÉéàdG πé°ùdG/áeÉbE’G/á«æWƒdG ájƒ¡dG ºbQ

»©LôŸG á«bÉØJ’G ºbQ

Cardholder Name  

Data Of Agreement

National ID / Iqama / CR 

Agreement Reference Number

Credit Cardholder Information ábÉ£ÑdG πeÉM äÉeƒ∏©e

The Most Prominent Provisions ΩÉµMC’G RôHCG

äÉ«∏ª©dG ≈∏Y áÑJÎŸG QÉKB’G
á«dhódG

™aódÉH ∞∏îàdG øY áÑJÎŸG QÉKB’G

 äÉ«∏ªY ≈∏Y áÑJÎŸG QÉKB’G
…ó≤ædG Öë°ùdG

%2.7  áÑ°ùæH á«ÑæLC’G á∏ª©dG πjƒ– Ωƒ°SQ ≥«Ñ£J ºàjImplications of international
transactions

Implications of default

Implications of cash withdrawal

A foreign currency markup fee of %2.7  is applied.

Your card/s may be suspended/blocked without any prior notice, 

or may be completely withdrawn. Your credit card account will be 

frozen if you skip a payment of outstanding balance . Your 

non-payment will be reported to SIMAH. When you apply for any 

credit instrument in the KSA, the issuance may be denied because 

of the adverse credit history.

For cash withdrawal transaction, same fees apply, as described\ 

 in the table below. 

 É¡Ñë°S ºàj hCG  ≥Ñ°ùe QÉ©°TG …CG ¿hO ∂àbÉ£H AÉ¨dG hCG  ±É≤jG ºàj ób
 OGó°S  ºàj  ⁄  GPEG  ÊÉªàF’G  ∂HÉ°ùM  ó«ªŒ  ºà«°S  .πeÉc  πµ°ûH
 ∂eó≤J óæY .OGó°ùdG ΩóY óæY áª°S ÆÓHG ºà«°S .á≤ëà°ùŸG äÉ©aódG
 ¢†aQ  ºàj  ób  ,ájOƒ©°ùdG  á«Hô©dG  áµ∏ªŸG  »`a  ¿ÉªàFG  IGOCG  ájCG  Ö∏£H

.ó«L Ò¨dG ÊÉªàF’G ïjQÉàdG ÖÑ°ùH ÉgQGó°UG

»`a  í°Vƒe  ƒg  Éªc  É¡°ùØf  Ωƒ°SôdG  ¢Vôa  ºàj  ,…ó≤ædG  Öë°ùdG
.√ÉfOCG ∫hó÷G

¿ÉªàF’G ábÉ£H óM≈∏Y kÉYƒÑ£e ,¿ÉªàF’G ábÉ£H ™e ôaƒà«°Sh ¢S.Q10
∂æÑdÉH á°UÉÿG ájƒ£ŸG

Credit Card limit SAR 10 and available along with your credit card, printed on the card carrier

¿ÉªàF’G ábÉ£H äÉeƒ∏©eCredit Card Information

á«ÑæLC’G á∏ª©dG πjƒ– Ωƒ°SQ %2.7 Foreign currency conversion fees %2.7 

ájƒæ°ùdG Ωƒ°SôdG√ÉfOCG Ωƒ°SôdG ∫hóL ≈dEG ´ƒLôdG ≈Lôj h ¢S.Q100Annual fees SAR 100 and Please refer to the table below 

Error/Disputed Transaction ´GõædGh CÉ£ÿG ádÉM »`a

»`a CÉ£N É¡æY èàæj  ¿ÉªàF’G ábÉ£H ÜÉ°ùM ≈∏Y ó«≤oJ á«∏ªY …CG "ÜÉ°ù◊G ∞°ûc ∫ƒM ´Gõf/CÉ£N" IQÉÑY πã“
:»JB’G ÜÉ°ù◊G ∞°ûc AÉ£NCG πª°ûJh .ΩÉ©dG ó«°UôdG

.∂dòH ∫ƒîŸG ¢üî°ûdG hCG ábÉ£ÑdG πeÉM πÑb øe IòØæe â°ù«d á°VƒØe ÒZ ΩGóîà°SG á«∏ªY /CG
.á≤Kƒe äGóæà°ù oe πª°ûJh É¡d ‘É°VEG í«°VƒJ ábÉ£ÑdG πeÉM Ö∏£j á«∏ªY /Ü

.ábÉ£ÑdG πeÉM ÜÉ°ùM »`a ´Oƒe ôNBG ≠∏Ñe hCG áæFGO á«∏ªY ≠∏Ñe áaÉ°VEÉH ábÉ£Ñ∏d  ∂æÑdG ΩÉ«b ΩóY /ê
 ¢Vôa ∂dP πª°ûjh ,≥ëà°ùoŸG øe ≈∏YCG hCG πbCG Ωƒ°SôdG ¿ƒµJ å«ëH ,ábÉ£Ñ∏d  ∂æÑdG ¬H ΩÉb »HÉ°ùM CÉ£N /O

.á«bÉØJ’Gh ΩÉµMC’G ™e ≈°TÉªàJ ’ áeGôZ Ωƒ°SQ hCG ÜÉ©JCG
.ábÉ£ÑdG πeÉ◊ …ô¡°T ÜÉ°ùM ∞°ûc ∫É°SQEÉH ábÉ£Ñ∏d ∂æÑdG ΩÉ«b ΩóY /`g

.ábÉ£ÑdG πeÉM äÓeÉ©àH á£ÑJô oe iôNCG AÉ£NCG …CG /h

The term “account statement error/disputed transaction” shall represent any transaction posted to the Cardholder’s 

Credit Card account, resulting in an error in the overall balance. Account statement errors shall include the following:

a. An unauthorized use transaction that is not made by the Cardholder or person authorized by the Cardholder.

b. A transaction on which the Cardholder requests additional clarification including documented evidence.

c. Failure by the bank to properly credit a payment or any other amount deposited in the Cardholder’s account.

d. Accounting error made by the bank, so that a charge would be lower or higher than it should be including.

e. The bank’s  failure to deliver a monthly account statement to the Cardholder.

f. Any other errors related to Cardholder transactions.



Banque Saudi Fransi, Saudi Joint stock company, Capital of SAR 12,053,571,670. CR No. 1010073368 (Unified Number 7000025333) P.O. Box 56006 Riyadh 11554, Telephone 

+966112899999, Riyadh 12624–2722, Building No. 7569 AlMadhar-AlMurabba Unit No. 2, Founded under license duly promulgated by royal decree No. 23/m dated 

17/06/1397H. and it is under Saudi Central Bank supervision and control. www.alfransi.com.sa

(7000025333 óMƒŸG ºbôdG) 1010073368 ºbQ …QÉŒ πé°S ,…Oƒ©°S ∫ÉjQ 12,053,571,670 ∫Ée ¢SCGôH áªgÉ°ùe ,áeÉY áªgÉ°ùe ácô°T ,»°ùfôØdG …Oƒ©°ùdG ∂æÑdG 
23/Ω »µ∏ŸG Ωƒ°SôŸG ÖLƒÃ É¡d ¢üNôe ,2 ºbQ IóMh ™HôŸG/Qò©ŸG 7569 ≈æÑŸG ºbQ 12624-2722 ¢VÉjôdG ,966112899999+ ∞JÉg ,11554 ¢VÉjôdG 56006 .Ü.¢U 

…Oƒ©°ùdG …õcôŸG ∂æÑdG ±Gô°TEGh áHÉbôd á©°VÉNh ,`g1397/6/17 ïjQÉàH. www.alfransi.com.sa

 "My Space" Islamic Credit Card Initial Disclosure Document

á«fÉªàF’G "My Space" ábÉ£Ñd ‹hC’G ìÉ````°ü`aE’G óæà°ùe

Cardholder signature

I, the undersigned, do hereby confirm that I have received, read and accepted the initial disclosure 

Authorized issuer signature and stamp

Credit card issuer contact information

ábÉ£ÑdG πeÉM ™«bƒJ

     ∫ qƒîoŸG ábÉ£ÑdG Qó°ü oe ºàNh ™«bƒJ

 á«fÉªàF’G ábÉ£ÑdG Qó°ü oÃ á°UÉÿG ∫É°üJ’G äÉeƒ∏©e800 124 21 21  800 124 21 21

πeÉc πµ°ûH »FóÑŸG ìÉ°üaE’G ≈∏Y á≤aGƒŸGh ´ÓWE’G h ¬î°ùædG ΩÓà°SG ” ¬fCÉH √ÉfOG ™bƒŸG ÉfCG ôbCG

§«°ûæJ ΩóY •ô°ûH Ωƒ°SQ …CG  ™aO ¿hO ,É¡eÓà°SG ïjQÉJ øe ΩÉjCG  Iô°ûY ∫ÓN É¡FÉ¨dG ∂æµÁ ,IójóL ¿ÉªàFG ábÉ£H ≈∏Y ∫ƒ°ü◊G óæY

»`a ÖZôJ ’ âæc ∫ÉM »`a  .ΩÉµMC’Gh •hô°ûdG ≈∏Y ≥aGƒJ ∂fCG »æ©j É¡£«°ûæJ ¿EÉa á∏jóÑdG ábÉ£ÑdG / ójóéàdG ábÉ£H ΩÓà°SG óæY .ábÉ£ÑdG

 ΩÉµMC’G Ò«¨àH ∂æÑdG Ωƒ≤j ÉeóæY .QÉ©°TE’G Qhó°U ïjQÉJ øe ÚYƒÑ°SCG ∫ÓN ∂æÑdG ÆÓHEG ≈Lôj ¿ÉªàF’G äÉbÉ£H ΩGóîà°SG »`a  QGôªà°S’G

 .QÉ©°TE’G ïjQÉJ øe Ωƒj14∫ÓN Ég/¬àbÉ£H AÉ¨dG ÉgóæY ábÉ£ÑdG πeÉ◊ ≥ëjh ,É¡H πª©dG πÑb Ωƒj 30 `H π«ª©dG QÉ©°TEG ºà«°S •hô°ûdGh

 QGó°UG ïjQÉJ øe Ωƒj  30 ∫ÓN ÉgÒZ hCG äÓeÉ©ŸG øe …CG ¢Uƒ°üîH ±ÓN hCG ¢VGÎYG hCG QÉ°ùØà°SG …CÉH Ωƒ≤j ¿CG ábÉ£ÑdG πeÉM ≈∏Y ÖLƒàj

.ÜÉ°ù◊G ∞°ûc

.¥É≤ëà°S’G âbh »`a äÉ≤ëà°ùŸG πeÉc ™aóH ΩÉb ∫ÉM »`a á«aÉ°VEG Ωƒ°SQ …CG ábÉ£ÑdG πeÉM ™aój ’

.ó≤©dG »`a IOQGƒdG äÉeGõàd’G øe »Ø©j ’ ¬fG Éªc ¬JÉ≤ë∏eh ó≤©dG á©LGôe øY ¢üî∏ŸG Gòg ≈∏Y ´ÓW’G »æ¨j ’ :¬jƒæJ

When you receive a new credit card, from the date of receipt, you could cancel the card within ten days, without incurring any charges or fees, provided 

the card is not activated. When you receive your renewal card/replacement card, activating it means that you agree to the terms and conditions. In case 

you do not wish to continue using the credit card/s, please inform the bank within two weeks of issuance of the notice. When the bank changes the 

terms and conditions the bank will inform the cardholder at least 30 Calendar Days before the amendment takes effect. and if these revised terms and 

conditions are not acceptable, the Cardholder may cancel his/her card within 14 days. 

From the date of issue of statement, should you have any query or objection/disagreement with any of the transactions or other contents, the Cardholder 

should take it up with the bank within 30 days. 

You will not pay any additional amount when you pay the full outstanding amount in due date.

* Disclaimer: Reviewing this synopsis shall not substitute reviewing the contract, its appendices, and shall not exempt from the obligations stipulated in 

the contract.

Annual fee will be applied from the date of issuance or renewal of the card.  .ÉgójóŒ hCG ábÉ£ÑdG QGó°UG ïjQÉJ øe ájƒæ°ùdG Ωƒ°SôdG ¢Vôa ºà«°S
IMPORTANT: :á«ªgCÓd

á«°SÉ°SC’G ábÉ£ÑdG QGó°UEG
Primary Issuance Fees

ájƒæ°ùdG Ωƒ°SôdG / á«°SÉ°SC’G ábÉ£ÑdG ójóŒ
Primary Renewal / Annual Fees

á«aÉ°VE’G ábÉ£ÑdG QGó°UEG
Supplementary / Additional Card Issuance Fees

ájƒæ°ùdG Ωƒ°SôdG / á«aÉ°VE’G ábÉ£ÑdG ójóŒ
Supplementary / Additional Renewal / Annual Fees

á«dhódG äÉ«∏ª©dG Ωƒ°SQ
International Transaction Fee (FX Markup)

 …ó≤ædG Öë°ùdG Ωƒ°SQ
Cash Withdrawal Fee

áàbDƒŸG ÊÉªàF’G ó◊G IOÉjR
Temporary Credit Limit Increase

"áëLÉf Ò¨dG " äÉ«∏ª©dG ≈∏Y ¢VGÎYG Ωƒ°SQ
Transaction Dispute Fee (Unsuccessful)

“My Space” Fee Table  “My Space” ábÉ£H Ωƒ°SQ ∫hóL

 á∏jóÑdG ábÉ£ÑdG Ωƒ°SQ
Card Replacement Fee

.¢S.Q 100

.¢S.Q 100

.¢S.Q 75

.¢S.Q 50

.¢S.Q 50

.¢S.Q 50

%2.7

.¢S.Q ٥ :»°ùfôØdG …Oƒ©°ùdG ∂æÑdG ±Gô°U
BSF ATMs: SAR 5

.¢S.Q25:á«∏fi ∑ƒæH ±Gô°U
Non-BSF Local ATMs: SAR 25

.¢S.Q ٣٥ :á«dhO äÉaGô°U
International ATMs: SAR 35

(F) Declaration QGôbEG (h)

Year  áæ°ùdGMonth  ô¡°ûdGDay  Ωƒ«dG Name º°S’GSignature ™«bƒàdG

: ¬fCG ("ábÉ£ÑdG πeÉM/Ωó≤ŸG" ) á«fÉªàFG ábÉ£H ≈∏Y Ωó≤ŸG qô```≤j
;√ÉfOCG IOQGƒdG •hô```°ûdG h ΩÉµMC’G ≈∏Y ≥aGh h º¡a h CGôb ób .1

;ábÉ£ÑdG πeÉ◊ É¡Áó≤J ” á∏°üØæe ≥FÉKh ‘ äOQh ÉªÑ°ùM áØ∏àîŸG á«aô°üŸG äÉeóÿGh äÉéàæŸG ôjóJ »àdG á∏°üdG äGP iôNC’G  •hô```°ûdG h ΩÉµMC’G ™«ªL ≈dG áaÉ°VE’ÉH , ∂æÑdG iód IOƒLƒŸG äÉHÉ```°ù◊G π«¨```°ûJh íàa ôjóJ »àdG •hô```°ûdG h ΩÉµMC’G ™«ªL h »FóÑŸG ìÉ°üaE’G á≤«Kh h ,∂∏¡à```°ùŸG ájÉªM ÇOÉÑe ≈∏Y ≥aGh h º¡a h CGôb h º∏à```°SG ób .2
 Qôµàj ¿CG »¨Ñæj π«ãªàdG ¿CG ≈∏Y á≤aGƒŸÉH ábÉ£ÑdG πeÉM Ωƒ≤j Éªc .ábÉ£ÑdG π```eÉ◊ ¿ÉªàF’G ábÉ£H QGó°UEÉH ∂æÑdG QGôb øe Aõéc äÉeƒ∏©ŸG √òg ábO ≈∏Y OÉªàY’ÉH Ωƒ≤«```°S ∂æÑdG ¿CG ábÉ£ÑdG πeÉM ô≤j h , ÖfGƒ÷G ™«ªL øe áë«ë°U áeó≤ŸG äÉeƒ∏©ŸG ™«ªL ¿CG h ,á«fÉªàF’G ábÉ£ÑdG QGó°UG πLCG øe áHƒ∏£ŸG ∂æÑ∏d á∏°üdG äGP äÉ```eƒ∏©ŸG ™```«ªL Ëó```≤àH Ωƒ≤«```°S hCG Ωó```b ó```b .3

;∂æÑdG h ábÉ£ÑdG πeÉM ÚH ájQÉŒ ábÓY …CG OƒLh ∫ƒM »eƒj πµ```°ûH
;∂æÑdG øe ábÉ£ÑdG πeÉ◊ áeó≤e äÉeóÿGh äÉéàæŸÉH á£ÑJôŸG äÉª```°ùdG h ôWÉîŸG ¿CG kÉeÉ“ º¡a ób .4

;∂æÑdG πÑb øe »°Vôe ƒëf ≈∏Y É¡«∏Y OôdG ” ób  á∏°üdG äGP Ωƒ```°SôdGh  •hô```°ûdGh ΩÉµMC’G øe …CG hCG ,ábÉ£ÑdG ∫ƒM ¬JGQÉ```°ùØà°SG ™«ªL ¿CG ócDƒj .5
 ¿CG ≈∏Y ≥aGhCG Éªc .(áª°S) á«fÉªàF’G äÉeƒ∏©ª∏d ájOƒ©°ùdG ácô°ûdG øe ,ácô°ûdG iód ¿ƒµj ôNBG ÜÉ```°ùM …CG hCG QƒcòŸG »HÉ```°ùM ¢üîJ hCG »æ°üîJ ,äÉeƒ∏©e øe ¬«dEG êÉà– hCG Ωõ∏j Ée ≈∏Y π°ü– ¿CÉH ácô```°ûdG ¢VƒaCGh ¬JQGOE’ hCG/h ¬à©LGôŸ hCG/h ácô```°ûdG iód »HÉ```°ùM ¢```ù«°SCÉàd »æe É¡Ñ∏£J äÉfÉ«H hCG äÉeƒ∏©e …CÉH »```°ùfôØdG …Oƒ©```°ùdG ∂æÑdG ójhõJ ≈∏Y ≥aGhCG √ÉfOCG ™bƒŸG ÉfCG Gò¡H

.…Oƒ©°ùdG …õcôŸG ∂æÑdG É¡«∏Y ≥aGƒj iôNCG á¡L …C’ hCG /h äÉeƒ∏©ŸG ∫OÉÑàH á°UÉÿGh Iô≤ŸG πª©dG óYGƒbh áeÈŸG ájƒ°†©dG á«bÉØJG ∫ÓN øe (áª°S) á«fÉªàF’G äÉeƒ∏©ª∏d ájOƒ©°ùdG ácô```°û∏d ¢VƒØŸG iód ¿ƒµj ôNBG ÜÉ```°ùM …CG hCG QƒcòŸG »HÉ```°ùëHh »H á°UÉÿG äÉeƒ∏©ŸG øY ácô```°ûdG í°üØJ

The credit card applicant (the “Applicant/Cardholder”) declares that he/she: 
1. has read and understood and agreed with the Terms and Conditions below;
2. has received, read, understood and agreed with the Consumer Protection Principles, the Initial Disclosure Document and all terms and conditions that govern the opening and operation of accounts opened with the Bank as well as all other relevant terms and conditions that govern various banking products 
and services as contained in a separate document provided to the Cardholder; 
3. has provided or will provide all relevant information to the Bank which is required for the issuance of a credit card, and that all of the information provided is true and correct in all respects and Cardholder acknowledges that the Bank will rely upon the accuracy of this information as part of the Bank’s 
decision to issue a credit card to the Cardholder. The Cardholder further agrees that this representation is deemed to be repeated on each day that any commercial relationship between Cardholder and the Bank exists;
4. fully understands the features and risks associated with the products and services offered to the Cardholder by the Bank;
5. confirms that all his/her questions about the cards, any relevant terms and conditions and fees been satisfactorily answered by the Bank. 
Hereby, I the undersigned agree to provide Banque Saudi Fransi with any information that it requires for the establishing and/or auditing and/or administering my accounts and facilities therewith and I authorize it to obtain and collect any information as it deems necessary or in need for regarding me, my 
accounts and facilities therewith, from the Saudi Credit Bureau (SIMAH) and to disclose and share (inclusive of Data Pooling) that information to the said company (SIMAH) in accordance with the Membership Agreement and Code of Conduct approved or to any other agency approved by Saudi Central Bank.



Important: Before you use your Credit Card, please carefully read the Terms and Conditions of this Cardholder’s Agreement.
MasterCard or Visa Low Limit credit cards issued by Banque Saudi Fransi are subject to the terms and conditions specified below.
Cardholders’ request to obtain a MasterCard or Visa card implies the acceptance and full consent to these terms and conditions.

Definitions: 
The following terms and expressions shall have the meanings assigned to each:
Saudi Central Bank
The Bank: Banque Saudi Fransi
The General Terms and Conditions: The document of terms and conditions related to credit cards issued by Banque Saudi Fransi, which was provided to the Card applicant who agreed to comply 
with and abide by.
The Cardholder: The person to whom the Card is issued to (whether the primary cardholder, or the supplementary cardholder), and his/her name will clearly appear on the Card.
Fees: The fees as stated in the schedule of charges and Initial Disclosure document.
Primary Cardholder: The person who applied for the Card from the Bank, and an account will be opened with his/her name. This person will be responsible for all cards issued under the account, 
including Supplementary and Virtual Cards, and Low Limit Cards.
Supplementary Cardholder: Any person authorized by the Primary Cardholder to hold and use the Card Account, and Bank issues a supplementary card with the person’s name.
The Supplementary Card: The Card issued by the Bank with the name of the Supplementary Cardholder.
The Card: The credit card issued by the Bank, such as “Visa” or “MasterCard” or any other credit card, including the Primary Card, the Supplementary Card, and the Internet virtual/low limit cards.
The Account: The account(s) of the Cardholder with the Bank.
The Card Account: An independent account separate from the other accounts of the Cardholder with the Bank, and all details of the transactions relating to the Card will be recorded to this account.
The Card Transaction(s): Any transaction executed using the Card, such as cash withdrawals, purchases via point-of-sale terminals or e-commerce (contact and contactless) and charges 
prescribed by the Bank.
Cash Withdrawals: The cash amount received by the Cardholder from the Bank or any other bank using an ATM or directly receiving the cash from the Bank or an amount transferred into the 
current/savings account.
Credit Limit: The maximum credit limit permitted by the bank for the Card transactions, as notified from time to time to the cardholder.
Account Statement: The monthly statement sent to the Primary Cardholder by ordinary mail service, electronic mail, or electronic statement using internet banking services detailing the Card 
Transactions posted to the Card Account, and all amounts due and payable to the Bank by the Cardholder.
Day: The calendar day

1. General:
1- The Bank reserves the right to accept or reject any low limit credit card application.
2- In case the credit card application is rejected, the applicant will receive the reason for rejection within 5 business days.
3- If the application is accepted, the Cardholder can receive his/her card through one of the Bank branches or through courier, provided that this is determined in advance by the applicant in the 

application form.
4- The credit limit assigned for the low limit credit card is SAR 10 and subject to discretion of the bank. The maximum allowed amount to be loaded/credited to the card is SAR 37,500.
5- The Bank may issue, if it decides to issue a card, a card type of its own choice irrespective of what the Cardholder has asked for and assign the credit limit it deems fit.
6- All credit cards are a property of the bank and the bank may decide to withdraw the card(s) at any time or block or discontinue/cancel the service without any prior notice to protect the interests 

of the Cardholder  and/or the bank.
7- After receiving the card, Cardholder shall sign in the space dedicated for this purpose on the back of the card. Cardholder shall activate the card by calling the Bank toll free telephone directly or 

through one of the Bank branches or through any of the electronic channels of the Bank such as FransiPlus, FransiMobile or the ATM or any other mode the Bank may introduce.
8- The validity of the Card shall be for three (3) years from the date of issuance.
9- The Bank shall renew the Card automatically upon approaching the expiry date and shall collect the necessary charges from the cardholder’s account or card account, unless the Cardholder 

expresses in writing his/her unwillingness to renew the Card fourteen (14) days prior the expiry date of the Card as long as renewal card is not activated.
10- Cardholder assumes full responsibility for the obligations arising throughout the term of use of his/her card. He/she shall pay the principal amounts, service charges, and any other fees, penalties, 

and exchange rates levied by the Bank or Visa/MasterCard or any other entity which are according to the Terms and Conditions due to the Bank immediately, and without any delay.
11- The additional product features and benefits may be changed from time to time without any prior notification, and these include those provided by Visa/MasterCard as well.
12- The Bank is not liable for any misuse or mismanagement of products and services offered to a Cardholder by the Bank.
13- The Bank reserves the right at all times at its sole discretion to change and amend the general terms and conditions and the effective date of implementation of the change/amendment in terms 

and conditions will be after thirty (30) days starting from the date of communicating such change/amendment to the customer/cardholder. Cardholder may cancel and close his/her Card(s) 
provided that such cancellation/closure will be made by written notice within fourteen (14) days prior the change.

14- Benefits and Services: There may be offer benefits and services which are provided through Visa/MasterCard. These are provided by the Bank on a best effort basis and may be subject to specific 
conditions laid out by Visa/MasterCard. The Bank is neither liable nor responsible for the quality or availability of these services. Cardholder is responsible for all concierge and 3rd party 
authorization provided and requested to service provider.

15- The parties intend this Agreement shall be in conformity with the principles of Sharia.
16- The card shall be issued and linked with a Saudi Arabian Riyal account.

2. Credit Limit/Purchase Level:
1- Credit Cardholder may not exceed the credit limit or the amount funded / loaded on the card.
2- If a transaction is performed and the transaction amount exceeds the credit limit or the amount funded / loaded on the card, the Bank is not liable to approve the transaction. However, the 

Cardholder agrees that the Bank may approve such transactions. In addition, the Cardholder will be responsible for any surplus amount, in addition to any other amounts accrued due to the fees 
mentioned in the Initial Disclosure Document. The customer must settle the amounts immediately and the bank reserves the right to deduct amount from any of the customer’s accounts with the 
bank to settle dues.

3- If the service charges and fees applied to the overall balance add up to beyond the credit limit assigned, or in the case of offline/late presentment/force transactions, the delayed transaction may 
cause the account to go over limit. It is the responsibility of the Cardholder to ensure that he/she does not exceed the credit limit.

4- In the event the Cardholder exceeds the credit limit, the Bank at its discretion may suspend the card.
5- In all cases of exceeding the credit limit, the over limit amount is payable immediately, along with the minimum amount due and overdue amount, if any.

6- Cardholder may request for a credit limit increase which the Bank may allow/reject at its own discretion.
7- The bank has the right to at any time to reduce the Credit Limit of the Card without prior notice to the Cardholder and will not increase credit limit unless an authenticated request is submitted by 

primary cardholder.
8- If customer funds the card or opts for auto-load / fund the card functionally when the card funding balances reaches a specified amount by the customer, the bank is not responsible if not loaded 

for any reasons and full responsibility is on the customer to review his / her card account regularly and opt out / discontinue the auto-load / fund functionality via authenticated e-channel services. 

3. Fees: (For applicable Fees, please refer to Initial Disclosure Document)
1- Annual fees are charged upon issuance of the card for the first time and every year upon renewal.
2- Annual fees are charged to the Cardholder in a month chosen by the Bank, and the Cardholder may not reclaim those fees even if the card is cancelled and account is closed before expiry.
3- To avoid service fees, the outstanding balance shall be fully paid and received by the Bank before the payment due date as shown in the statement of account.
4- Value Added Tax: VAT shall be added at the current applicable fees as amended from time to time, as per the VAT Rules and Regulations effective the first of January 2018.

4. Cash Withdrawals:
 Withdrawals are limited to the amount credited / funded / loaded by the customer on the low limit card, the cash advance fee will be calculated for each cash withdrawal transaction as per the Initial 
Disclosure Document. The Bank may set a maximum daily limit of five thousand riyals (SAR 5,000) for cash withdrawal transactions.

5. Card Fraud & Unauthorized Transactions:
1- In case of any fraudulent or unauthorized transactions on The Card, Cardholder must immediately contact and notify the Bank about such transactions whether inside or outside the Kingdom of 

Saudi Arabia. Contact details are available on the back of the Card or the Bank’s website. It is recommended to save the Bank’s contact details at all times.
2- The Cardholder will be liable and responsible for any negligence or delay in reporting any fraud or unauthorized transactions on the Card. It is the exclusive responsibility of the Cardholder to 

safe-guard his/her card details and PIN and not disclose it to anyone. In case of any willful disclosure of such confidential information, the Cardholder will be liability for any fraud as a result of 
this disclosure.

3- The Cardholder should register and ensure he/she is receiving all SMS alerts on the registered mobile number for any transactions on the Card and it is the sole responsibility of the Cardholder 
to carry his/her mobile phone at all times in order to receive the SMS alerts and inform the bank in case of any change in mobile number.

4- The Cardholder will not be financially responsible for any further fraudulent or unauthorized transaction on the Card after he/she has reported the fraudulent/unauthorized transaction to the Bank.
5- The burden of proof for a fraudulent /unauthorized transaction will remain on the Cardholder disputing such transactions and all necessary documentation for this purpose such as customer 

dispute form, passport copy, etc… will have to be provided to the Bank for speedy resolution of the dispute.
6- The Bank will credit the Card Account after satisfying the legitimacy of the dispute and receipt of the required documentation.
7- Although the Bank will make efforts to contact the Cardholder in case of a suspected fraudulent/unauthorized transaction, the Bank reserves the right to block the Card without waiting for 

Cardholder’s confirmation/consent to protect the Cardholder and Bank from any loss.

6. Statement & Payments:
1- Cardholder shall, in all cases, make sure that the Bank has received the payment through a cheque before no more than four business days (excluding Fridays and Saturdays) of the due date, to 

ensure that the Bank has received the due amount on or before date of maturity, bearing in mind the period required for collecting the cheque value as no amount will be registered in account till 
the required amount is received. In all the cases, the payment (including all means of payments such as online payment, SADAD if/and when available, SARIE if/when available, cash, etc…) 
amount should be credited to the credit card account by or on the payment due date so that service charges and other associated charges such as the late payment fees, and not limited to it, is 
applied.

2- Statement of account stating all transactions executed and posted to the Card Account including fees & charges will be generated on monthly basis and will be provided to the Cardholder through 
electronic means or by any other means that may be selected by the Bank on regular basis. 

3- If the Cardholder requires a paper-based statement, he/she may request the Bank and the Bank shall mail it to the Cardholder’s provided address. The Bank will not be held liable for any delay 
regarding the ordinary mail service or any other means selected by the Bank or for non-receipt of the Account Statement by the Cardholder.

4- The Bank will generate monthly statements on the 3rd of every month (Gregorian calendar) or any other day the bank deems fit.The Bank, however, has the right to change the date at its 
discretion. The Cardholder will get a grace period of approximately twenty-one (21) days from the statement generation date to pay the full outstanding balance.

5- The Account Statement will be considered correct and binding on the Cardholder, and in case of any objection/dispute, the Cardholder must notify the Bank of such objection within thirty (30) days 
from the date of issuing the Account Statement. If no objection/dispute is received from the Cardholder within the prescribed period, the Cardholder shall be deemed to be in agreement of the 
Account Statement and no objection will be accepted later.

6- If the customer did not settle the outstanding balance on the card as per the monthly account statement, the card will be suspended and outstanding balance will be deducted from the customer’s 
accounts within the bank as per the following:
a- If outstanding balance is more than the credit limit, there will be a daily deduction from the customer’s accounts until full outstanding balance is settled.
b- If outstanding balance is less than the credit limit, there will be a one-time monthly deduction from the customer’s accounts until full outstanding balance is settled.

8- If the Cardholder does not settle the full outstanding balance and in case of no payment made within consecutive 3 months, following will take place:
a- Card account will be blocked and reported in SIMAH accordingly
b- Contacting the customer within this period to discuss repayment and free credit advice on how to deal with financial issues
c- Work closely with customer on settlement prior reaching any legal action against customer
d. The bank has the right to identify a third party in relations to collection related matter within 1 months after the 3 months period have passed. 
The Late Payment charge will be paid to charity after deducting the actual expenses of collection (if any).

9- All Cash Withdrawal Transactions from ATM machines or by FransiPlus / FransiMobile (online banking) or by Bank branches or transfer from credit card account to current account will be charged 
the applicable cash advance fee and the service charges at the prevailing rate will be applicable from the transaction date of cash withdrawal. 

10- The Bank will report delinquent/defaulted Cardholders to SIMAH (Saudi Credit Bureau) as and when it requires details of the Cardholder’s credit card account including default and 
outstanding/repayment amounts on the Credit Card.

11- The card issuer will not permit the Cardholders to use the Card for any unlawful, illegal or immoral purposes, including the purchase of goods or services prohibited by the Sharia laws. The Card 
also shall not be used for any purchases or services prohibited by Sharia. In case of such use, the Bank reserves the right to cancel any Cards associated with the Card Account provided the 
Cardholder shall pay any amount outstanding on the Card Account.

12- The statement billing currency amount will be in Saudi Riyals; however, for MasterCard, all foreign currency transactions will be converted first to US Dollar as per the prevailing exchange 
conversion rate by MasterCard on the date of the transaction then to Saudi Riyal as per the prevailing exchange conversion rate by MasterCard on the date of the transaction made by the 
Cardholder. For Visa, all foreign currency transactions will be converted to SAR as per the prevailing exchange conversion rate by Visa on the date of the transaction made by the Cardholder. The 

Cardholder would be liable for any difference of fee or currency rate when they will be posted to the Cardholder’s account by the Bank.

MasterCard Example:
POS Transaction
EUR 500 transaction on POS in Paris, France.
EUR 500 is converted into USD 562.7 based on the currency conversion rate of EUR 1 = USD 1.1254
USD 562.7 is converted into Saudi Riyal by applying a 2.7% foreign exchange mark-up as follows:
USD 562.7 X 3.79401 X 102.7% = SAR 2,192.53 (rounded off to the nearest higher Halalah)

Cash Transaction
TRY 1,000 cash withdrawal transaction in Istanbul, Turkey.
TRY 1,000 cash withdrawal transaction amount is converted into USD 365.5 based on the currency conversion rate of TRY 1 = USD 0.3655. 
USD 365.5 is converted into Saudi Riyal by applying a 2.7% foreign exchange mark-up as follows:
365.5 X 3.79401 X 102.7% = SAR 1,424.15 (rounded off to the nearest higher Halalah)
*Cash Advance Fees will apply

Visa Example:
POS Transaction
USD 100 transaction on POS in New York, USA.
USD 100 is converted into SAR 376.42 based on the currency conversion rate of USD 1 = SAR 3.7642
USD 100 is converted into Saudi Riyal by applying a 2.7% foreign exchange mark-up as follows:
USD 100 X 3.7642 X 102.7% = SAR 386.59 (rounded off to the nearest higher Halalah)

Cash Transaction
USD 100 transaction on Cash in New York, USA.
USD 100 is converted into SAR 376.42 based on the currency conversion rate of USD 1 = SAR 3.7642
USD 100 is converted into Saudi Riyal by applying a 2.7% foreign exchange mark-up as follows:
USD 100 X 3.7642 X 102.7% = SAR 386.59 (rounded off to the nearest higher Halalah)
*Cash Advance Fees will apply

7. Debit Amounts In The Current Account & Overdraft Expenses:
1- The Cardholder acknowledges and agrees to authorize the Bank, without the need for prior notice, to deduct any due and payable amounts from any funds available in any account belonging to 

the Cardholder with the Bank. The main account will be the Saudi Riyal account, then follows any additional Non-Saudi Riyal accounts if needed. The Bank will be entitled to utilize any collateral 
of the Cardholder with the Bank including any assets or invaluable materials or amounts deposited with the Bank for repayment of the indebtedness of the Cardholder, and without the need for 
prior notice to the Cardholder. Also, the Bank will be entitled to seize any credit balance in any other current or saving account or any term deposit or any other amounts with the Bank, even if 
such amounts were not held as collaterals.

2- In case of insufficient funds in the account/s of the Cardholder for repaying the due and payable amounts under the Card, the Bank will levy fees without the need for prior authorization from the 
Cardholder. It is the responsibility of the Cardholder to maintain sufficient balance in his/her current/savings account to cover the amounts due occurred through either cash advance, retail 
purchases, and/or service charges or any other fees that may be charged or on account of delayed advise received for offline/late presentment/force transactions.

3- If the Cardholder delays payment of the amount due, the Bank is entitled to suspend the card and deduct the amount due from the customer’s accounts within the bank as per the following:
a. If outstanding balance is more than the credit limit, there will be a daily deduction from the customer’s accounts until full outstanding balance is settled.
b. If outstanding balance is less than the credit limit, there will be a one-time monthly deduction from the customer’s accounts until full outstanding balance is settled.
4- If the Cardholder delays payment of the amount due for three (3) consecutive months, this will result in the following:

a. Blocking of the Card, and no new Card will be issued until the entire debt is settled.
b. Provide the Saudi Credit Bureau (SIMAH), or any other entity or body authorized by SAMA, the name of the Cardholder to be added to the list of defaulted and sanctioned customers. It is known 

that these lists are accessible by all banks operating in Saudi Arabia, and the name of the Cardholder will not be removed from the list until all due and payable amounts are paid.
5- The Cardholder may repay all due amounts, full or partial, before the payment due date, and in case of amounts in excess of the due amounts, they will be added to the available balance, and the 

Cardholder will not be entitled to claim any profits on such amounts.
6- The Bank will be entitled to authorize a third party to collect the due and payable amounts, full or partial, from the Cardholder.
7- Cardholder will be charged a transaction fee as per the information in the Initial Disclosure Document in the case of disputing a genuine transaction upon request of a copy of the slip for personal 

use.

8. Use Of The Banque Saudi Fransi Internet/Virtual Card:
This card is restricted to online use only. It cannot be used at ATM machines or Point of Sale terminals.

9. Use of Banque Saudi Fransi Credit Cards On The Internet: 
The Cardholder can use his/her credit card for Internet purchase transactions using the Verified by Visa or MasterCard SecureCode service as applicable. To complete the transaction, a one-time 
password (OTP) is sent to the Cardholder’s mobile number and the OTP has to be provided on the Internet screen in the required field. To receive the OTP, transaction alerts and other communication 
from the Bank, updating the mobile number in the Bank’s record is a must. The Cardholder undertakes to take responsibility for updating the Bank records with the correct mobile number and correct 
address. The Bank is not responsible for the cardholder not receiving SMS messages or SMS messages transformed in transit for any reason. The cardholder is required to react immediately to any 
SMS message he/she notices which is not in line with the card usage or the Cardholder expectation.

10. Exchange & Taxation Restrictions:
The Cardholder promises to abide by the exchange and taxation restrictions which may be imposed as a result of the use of card, and the Cardholder will be responsible thereof. The Bank will also 
be authorized to debit all the damages, claims and expenses to which the Bank is exposed, to the account of the Cardholder as a result of these laws, and also all the taxation, fees and expense as 

well as all the amounts imposed by the government for any transaction.

11. Cardholder Responsibilities:
1- Cardholder will be responsible for all the transactions related to the use of his/her own card irrespective of whether it has been made through signing of a bill or providing the card number and 

other information pertaining to the card(s) and/or his/her personal information such as date of birth, ID/Iqama/Passport number and other sensitive information to a travel agent, hotel, car rental 
agency or any other establishment/entity for purpose of purchasing goods/services by request through mail or telephone or e-commerce or point-of-sale or SADAD Bill payment. The Bank, further, 
is not responsible for any misuse of any pieces of information shared.

2- Any transaction executed using the Card, such as cash withdrawals, purchases via point-of-sale terminals or e-commerce (contact and contactless) and charges prescribed by the Bank.
3- Bank will treat Cardholder’s PIN as his/her authorization whenever it is used with the card. Cardholder PIN is the electronic signature and identifies the Cardholder as the authorized user of the 

card. Any instructions received or transactions done using the card with the PIN will have the same legal effect as if the Cardholder signed a written direction to the bank. Safeguarding the PIN is 
the Cardholder responsibility. The copy of the original merchant sales slip or the cash advance slip or any other draft would be considered as a sufficient proof that the transactions were performed. 
The Cardholder agrees that he/she will never reveal the PIN to anyone, including merchants, members of the family and employees of the Bank.

4- The Cardholder agrees that he/she will update the mobile number, address and other contact details, including e-mail address as and when there is a change. The Cardholder acknowledges that 
he/she understands that the mobile phone is a must to receive messages and complete certain transactions and hence the Cardholder agrees to update the mobile number whenever there is a 
change. The Bank is not responsible if the Cardholder does not update the details mentioned here and loses his/her right.

5- For certain transactions, bank may allow the Cardholder to use the card without providing the PIN. For these transactions, Cardholder will have the same responsibilities as if the Cardholder has 
used the card with the PIN.

6- Cardholder shall register, login and access all information provided by the Bank on the Bank’s secure website for the purpose of disclosures and access to information and all Bank notifications, 
including, but not limited to monthly statements, account information, etc., without further need to send this information by e-mail or normal post, unless the Cardholder explicitly requests.

7- The Cardholder agrees and understands that he/she will not use the Card for trading in foreign exchange, and purchasing virtual currencies.
8-  Additional/Supplementary Card: The Primary Cardholder may, subject to approval of the Bank, request an additional/supplementary card for anyone through an official request, according to the 

following conditions:
i.   The Primary Cardholder shall be responsible, in all cases, for the fees, expenses and costs occurring to the additional/supplementary Cardholder through his/her use of the card.
ii.  The Primary Cardholder shall be responsible for all transactions, and these transactions shall be registered at the expense of the Primary Cardholder and posted to the Card Account.
iii.  Use of the additional/supplementary cards is subject to the terms and conditions stipulated by this agreement and additional/supplementary cards will not be used as separate cards for 
account purposes.
iv.  The additional/supplementary card will be subordinate to the Primary Card with respect to cancellation, renewal and suspension as well as other matters, and the contrary is not correct. i.e. 
cancellation, renewal and suspension as well as other matters related to the Supplementary card will not affect the Primary Card.
v.   The credit limit of the Primary Card may be inclusive of the credit limit of the Supplementary Card, never the less, The Primary Cardholder may request the Bank to assign a lower credit limit 
for the Supplementary Card.

12. Card Loss Or Theft: In case of loss or theft, the Cardholder shall notify the Bank immediately. All obligations and outstanding balance and transactions prior reporting the card lost or theft will 
be fully responsible by the Cardholder.

13. Change Of Address:
1. All notices are sent to the Cardholder address shown in this application.
2. Cardholder shall notify the Bank of any change in his/her address or the instructions related to sending the statements and other notices. This notice will only be valid upon receiving it by the Bank.
3. The last address or written instructions given to the Bank shall be considered as the mailing address of the Cardholder for purpose of sending statements and notices.
4. The Bank accepts no liability for misdirected mailings if the Cardholder has not notified the Bank in writing of a change in address.
5. The Bank will not be held liable for any delay regarding the ordinary mail service or any other means selected by the Bank or for non-receipt of the Account Statement and notices by the 
Cardholder.

14. Cancellation Of Card By Cardholder: The Cardholder may request cancellation of his/her main or additional/supplementary card at any time by notifying the Bank in writing or any authenticated 
channels. Cardholder shall pay the outstanding balance and return the plastic to the Bank. In case of new card issuance, the Cardholder can return the card within ten (10) days of receiving the card, 
without the obligation to pay any annual fees provided he/she has not activated and/or used the card for any transaction. In case customer requests a clearance letter, the clearance letter will be 
issued after 30 days from the date of full settlement of the entire outstanding balance on the card account.

15. Cancellation Of Card By The Bank: The Card is owned by the Bank and it will remain so at all times. The Bank may, at its own discretion, cancel the Card and close the Card Account at any 
time with or without any prior notice to the Cardholder. Upon occurrence of this cancellation, Cardholder will stop using the Card, return it to Bank, and pay the outstanding balance immediately.

16. Effect Of Cancellation: All pending transactions including cash advances and purchases are due and payable immediately in full upon cancellation of the Card and closing the Card Account. 
Cardholder shall be, in all cases, responsible for all the expenses and costs which the Bank may incur in collecting the amounts which are due and payable by the Cardholder, in addition to the 
accumulated service fees, fees of the additional amounts and all the fees and expenses accrued subject to these terms and conditions, and he/she shall compensate the Bank for them without delay.

17. Merchant Behavior: The Bank is not responsible for a rejected transaction at the merchant level or for the goods or services which the merchant provides. The complaint of the Cardholder 
against the merchant will not release him/her from any obligations.

18. Re-Issue, Renewal or Replacement: The Bank may, according to its own discretion, reissue, renew or replace the card. However the Bank has the right to check the credit standing, all financial 
obligations on customer, and other relevant information before deciding to renew the card and in no way is obliged to replace the card. If the Bank agrees to replace a card, the Cardholder will pay 
a re-issuance fee.

19. Authenticated communication: any authenticated communication with Cardholder is deemed sufficient for carrying out financial transactions and the Cardholder is responsible for such 
transactions.

20. Reward/Bonus Points: The Reward/Bonus Points are in accordance to “Jana” loyalty program terms and conditions. Cardholder agrees that he/she will redeem these Points within the validity 
period and has no claim on expired and in the event of card cancelation. Cardholder will be notified 1 month before the expiry of the points and repeatedly 1 week before the expiry via authenticated 
communication channels such as SMS.

21. Death: In case of death of the Cardholder the outstanding amount will be settled through the inheritance.

22. Bankruptcy: If the Cardholder declares Bankruptcy the outstanding amounts shall be paid immediately.

23. Assignment: The Bank may assign all or some of its rights at any time to any other party without notification to or approval of the Cardholder.

24. Applicable Laws: In case that the Cardholder fails to pay the amounts payable by him/her, or to fulfill his/her liabilities and obligations under these terms and conditions, Cardholder will agree 
that the Bank may take judicial procedures with the courts, judicial committees or special courts which have authorities over the Cardholder and/or his/her private properties in the Kingdom of Saudi 
Arabia and/or abroad.

25. Saudi Credit Bureau (SIMAH) For Credit Information System: All Banks in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia are engaged in the system of the Saudi Credit Bureau (SIMAH). The Cardholder agrees 
to provide the Bank with any information or data which the Bank requests. This is done to provide information to initiate his/her account with the Bank and/or to review it, or to manage it. If the 
Cardholder fails to pay, this will negatively affect the credit history of the Cardholder, which means that it will not be allowed for him/her in the future to obtain any facilities or finances from other 
Banks.

26. Clause of Illegal Transactions: The Cardholder undertakes not to use the principal or additional card issued for him/her directly or indirectly at any illegal transactions or purposes including 
purchase of goods, or obtaining services which are prohibited to be circulated in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and the place where he/she uses his/her card subject to the rules and laws effective, 
and those which also violate the agreement signed by him/her.

27. Invalidity: If any of these Terms and Conditions is adjudged to be invalid, void or unenforceable, the remaining Terms and Conditions will not be affected thereby. Such invalid provision may be 
replaced by the lawful provision that most nearly embodies the original intention of the parties as expressed herein, and these Terms and Conditions will in any event otherwise remain valid and 
enforceable.

28. Indemnification: You shall be solely responsible for and shall defend, indemnify and hold the Bank, its affiliates and their respective employees, agents, officers, directors, and assigns harmless 
from and against any claims, lawsuits, judgments, losses, liabilities, expenses (including reasonable attorney's fees), costs, damages and awards (collectively “Claims”) including, without limitation, 
Claims relating to economic loss and/or reputational loss arising out of or resulting from your failure to abide by these Terms and Conditions.

29. Termination of Service: The Bank reserves the right to cancel, without notice, any product or service offered to a Cardholder for his/her failure to abide by these Terms and Conditions, which 
shall be in the sole discretion of the Bank.

30. Bank Contact: Cardholder may contact the bank from landline on 8001242121 and from mobile/outside the Kingdom on +966 920000576. In case of a complaint, the Cardholder may contact 
FransiCare Department within the Kingdom on 920000548 or from mobile/outside the Kingdom on +966 920000548. 

31. General Principles for Financial Consumer Protection
1.  A bank will only provide a new card on written or authenticated request from the consumer or from an authorized person. A replacement card can be issued before expiry date or as requested 

by the consumer.
2.  A bank will ensure that cards are issued and delivered to the consumer named on the card, or to an authorized person, in accordance with SAMA circulars.
3.  A bank will provide appropriate electronic channels and free-phone to assist consumers to easily report loss, theft or misuse of their cards.
4.  A bank should fully investigate problems, complaints and claims from consumers, regarding incorrect transactions or any difficulties encountered when using any ‘Automated Teller Machine’ 

(ATM) or ‘Point Of Sale’ (POS) and take corrective action in accordance with SAMA circulars related to this.
5. A bank should not issue a credit card or increase a credit card limit except upon the written or authenticated request of the consumer, according to the regulations and circulars issued by SAMA 

relating to credit cards and debit cards.
6. A bank should not discriminate regarding the issuance of credit cards to consumers and the approval or rejection of a request for a credit card should be based on the consumer’s financial position 

and their ability to repay.
7. A bank should inform consumers of the importance of protecting ATM cards, credit cards, secret numbers and cheque books. The consumer should be informed of the procedures for reporting 

cases of theft, loss and fraud.
8. A consumer will be responsible for any transactions made on their credit card before they reported the loss of their card to the bank. The issuing bank is responsible for any fraudulent transactions 

(transfer of credit card information) without the knowledge of the card holder, whether made before or after the cardholder informs the bank, except in cases which the bank proves the 
cardholder’s responsibility for these transactions.

9. Banks shall ensure that none of its merchant clients implements any additional charges on or passes them to credit/debit cardholders when making payments at POSs to cover the merchant 
service charge. Banks are also responsible for monitoring merchants’ deposits to ensure that they are proportionate to the nature of such merchants’ business. In addition, banks are responsible 
for providing training to workers at stores on the use of POSs, while providing them with operational guidelines to be complied with.

10.  Merchants shall not charge additional fees on top of the cost of products or services if consumers use credit cards or mada debit/prepaid cards for making purchase payments at POSs.
11.  A bank will advise consumers of the transaction limits that apply at POS and ATM at time of issue, reissue of cards, or when these limits change.
12.  A bank should inform consumers to avoid choosing easy secret numbers for banking services or numbers associated

Note: In case Cardholder does not meet the Terms and Conditions of the Card, the bank will take the necessary actions that will have potential consequences on Cardholder. The Cardholder understands that non-compliance 
with these Terms and Conditions may result in:

1. Cancellation/suspension of the Primary and Supplementary Cards without notice from the Bank.

2. Negative impact on SIMAH record and the ability to obtain new credit facilities.

3. Practicing all legal resources/rights with escalation to appropriate Saudi judicial authorities in the event of non-payment of balance dues.

4. Increased financial burden due to commissions, fees and charges in case of paying minimum due amount every month.

5. Financial losses due to unauthorized transactions due to failure to report loss/theft of the Card promptly to the Bank.
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Important: Before you use your Credit Card, please carefully read the Terms and Conditions of this Cardholder’s Agreement.
MasterCard or Visa Low Limit credit cards issued by Banque Saudi Fransi are subject to the terms and conditions specified below.
Cardholders’ request to obtain a MasterCard or Visa card implies the acceptance and full consent to these terms and conditions.

Definitions: 
The following terms and expressions shall have the meanings assigned to each:
Saudi Central Bank
The Bank: Banque Saudi Fransi
The General Terms and Conditions: The document of terms and conditions related to credit cards issued by Banque Saudi Fransi, which was provided to the Card applicant who agreed to comply 
with and abide by.
The Cardholder: The person to whom the Card is issued to (whether the primary cardholder, or the supplementary cardholder), and his/her name will clearly appear on the Card.
Fees: The fees as stated in the schedule of charges and Initial Disclosure document.
Primary Cardholder: The person who applied for the Card from the Bank, and an account will be opened with his/her name. This person will be responsible for all cards issued under the account, 
including Supplementary and Virtual Cards, and Low Limit Cards.
Supplementary Cardholder: Any person authorized by the Primary Cardholder to hold and use the Card Account, and Bank issues a supplementary card with the person’s name.
The Supplementary Card: The Card issued by the Bank with the name of the Supplementary Cardholder.
The Card: The credit card issued by the Bank, such as “Visa” or “MasterCard” or any other credit card, including the Primary Card, the Supplementary Card, and the Internet virtual/low limit cards.
The Account: The account(s) of the Cardholder with the Bank.
The Card Account: An independent account separate from the other accounts of the Cardholder with the Bank, and all details of the transactions relating to the Card will be recorded to this account.
The Card Transaction(s): Any transaction executed using the Card, such as cash withdrawals, purchases via point-of-sale terminals or e-commerce (contact and contactless) and charges 
prescribed by the Bank.
Cash Withdrawals: The cash amount received by the Cardholder from the Bank or any other bank using an ATM or directly receiving the cash from the Bank or an amount transferred into the 
current/savings account.
Credit Limit: The maximum credit limit permitted by the bank for the Card transactions, as notified from time to time to the cardholder.
Account Statement: The monthly statement sent to the Primary Cardholder by ordinary mail service, electronic mail, or electronic statement using internet banking services detailing the Card 
Transactions posted to the Card Account, and all amounts due and payable to the Bank by the Cardholder.
Day: The calendar day

1. General:
1- The Bank reserves the right to accept or reject any low limit credit card application.
2- In case the credit card application is rejected, the applicant will receive the reason for rejection within 5 business days.
3- If the application is accepted, the Cardholder can receive his/her card through one of the Bank branches or through courier, provided that this is determined in advance by the applicant in the 

application form.
4- The credit limit assigned for the low limit credit card is SAR 10 and subject to discretion of the bank. The maximum allowed amount to be loaded/credited to the card is SAR 37,500.
5- The Bank may issue, if it decides to issue a card, a card type of its own choice irrespective of what the Cardholder has asked for and assign the credit limit it deems fit.
6- All credit cards are a property of the bank and the bank may decide to withdraw the card(s) at any time or block or discontinue/cancel the service without any prior notice to protect the interests 

of the Cardholder  and/or the bank.
7- After receiving the card, Cardholder shall sign in the space dedicated for this purpose on the back of the card. Cardholder shall activate the card by calling the Bank toll free telephone directly or 

through one of the Bank branches or through any of the electronic channels of the Bank such as FransiPlus, FransiMobile or the ATM or any other mode the Bank may introduce.
8- The validity of the Card shall be for three (3) years from the date of issuance.
9- The Bank shall renew the Card automatically upon approaching the expiry date and shall collect the necessary charges from the cardholder’s account or card account, unless the Cardholder 

expresses in writing his/her unwillingness to renew the Card fourteen (14) days prior the expiry date of the Card as long as renewal card is not activated.
10- Cardholder assumes full responsibility for the obligations arising throughout the term of use of his/her card. He/she shall pay the principal amounts, service charges, and any other fees, penalties, 

and exchange rates levied by the Bank or Visa/MasterCard or any other entity which are according to the Terms and Conditions due to the Bank immediately, and without any delay.
11- The additional product features and benefits may be changed from time to time without any prior notification, and these include those provided by Visa/MasterCard as well.
12- The Bank is not liable for any misuse or mismanagement of products and services offered to a Cardholder by the Bank.
13- The Bank reserves the right at all times at its sole discretion to change and amend the general terms and conditions and the effective date of implementation of the change/amendment in terms 

and conditions will be after thirty (30) days starting from the date of communicating such change/amendment to the customer/cardholder. Cardholder may cancel and close his/her Card(s) 
provided that such cancellation/closure will be made by written notice within fourteen (14) days prior the change.

14- Benefits and Services: There may be offer benefits and services which are provided through Visa/MasterCard. These are provided by the Bank on a best effort basis and may be subject to specific 
conditions laid out by Visa/MasterCard. The Bank is neither liable nor responsible for the quality or availability of these services. Cardholder is responsible for all concierge and 3rd party 
authorization provided and requested to service provider.

15- The parties intend this Agreement shall be in conformity with the principles of Sharia.
16- The card shall be issued and linked with a Saudi Arabian Riyal account.

2. Credit Limit/Purchase Level:
1- Credit Cardholder may not exceed the credit limit or the amount funded / loaded on the card.
2- If a transaction is performed and the transaction amount exceeds the credit limit or the amount funded / loaded on the card, the Bank is not liable to approve the transaction. However, the 

Cardholder agrees that the Bank may approve such transactions. In addition, the Cardholder will be responsible for any surplus amount, in addition to any other amounts accrued due to the fees 
mentioned in the Initial Disclosure Document. The customer must settle the amounts immediately and the bank reserves the right to deduct amount from any of the customer’s accounts with the 
bank to settle dues.

3- If the service charges and fees applied to the overall balance add up to beyond the credit limit assigned, or in the case of offline/late presentment/force transactions, the delayed transaction may 
cause the account to go over limit. It is the responsibility of the Cardholder to ensure that he/she does not exceed the credit limit.

4- In the event the Cardholder exceeds the credit limit, the Bank at its discretion may suspend the card.
5- In all cases of exceeding the credit limit, the over limit amount is payable immediately, along with the minimum amount due and overdue amount, if any.

6- Cardholder may request for a credit limit increase which the Bank may allow/reject at its own discretion.
7- The bank has the right to at any time to reduce the Credit Limit of the Card without prior notice to the Cardholder and will not increase credit limit unless an authenticated request is submitted by 

primary cardholder.
8- If customer funds the card or opts for auto-load / fund the card functionally when the card funding balances reaches a specified amount by the customer, the bank is not responsible if not loaded 

for any reasons and full responsibility is on the customer to review his / her card account regularly and opt out / discontinue the auto-load / fund functionality via authenticated e-channel services. 

3. Fees: (For applicable Fees, please refer to Initial Disclosure Document)
1- Annual fees are charged upon issuance of the card for the first time and every year upon renewal.
2- Annual fees are charged to the Cardholder in a month chosen by the Bank, and the Cardholder may not reclaim those fees even if the card is cancelled and account is closed before expiry.
3- To avoid service fees, the outstanding balance shall be fully paid and received by the Bank before the payment due date as shown in the statement of account.
4- Value Added Tax: VAT shall be added at the current applicable fees as amended from time to time, as per the VAT Rules and Regulations effective the first of January 2018.

4. Cash Withdrawals:
 Withdrawals are limited to the amount credited / funded / loaded by the customer on the low limit card, the cash advance fee will be calculated for each cash withdrawal transaction as per the Initial 
Disclosure Document. The Bank may set a maximum daily limit of five thousand riyals (SAR 5,000) for cash withdrawal transactions.

5. Card Fraud & Unauthorized Transactions:
1- In case of any fraudulent or unauthorized transactions on The Card, Cardholder must immediately contact and notify the Bank about such transactions whether inside or outside the Kingdom of 

Saudi Arabia. Contact details are available on the back of the Card or the Bank’s website. It is recommended to save the Bank’s contact details at all times.
2- The Cardholder will be liable and responsible for any negligence or delay in reporting any fraud or unauthorized transactions on the Card. It is the exclusive responsibility of the Cardholder to 

safe-guard his/her card details and PIN and not disclose it to anyone. In case of any willful disclosure of such confidential information, the Cardholder will be liability for any fraud as a result of 
this disclosure.

3- The Cardholder should register and ensure he/she is receiving all SMS alerts on the registered mobile number for any transactions on the Card and it is the sole responsibility of the Cardholder 
to carry his/her mobile phone at all times in order to receive the SMS alerts and inform the bank in case of any change in mobile number.

4- The Cardholder will not be financially responsible for any further fraudulent or unauthorized transaction on the Card after he/she has reported the fraudulent/unauthorized transaction to the Bank.
5- The burden of proof for a fraudulent /unauthorized transaction will remain on the Cardholder disputing such transactions and all necessary documentation for this purpose such as customer 

dispute form, passport copy, etc… will have to be provided to the Bank for speedy resolution of the dispute.
6- The Bank will credit the Card Account after satisfying the legitimacy of the dispute and receipt of the required documentation.
7- Although the Bank will make efforts to contact the Cardholder in case of a suspected fraudulent/unauthorized transaction, the Bank reserves the right to block the Card without waiting for 

Cardholder’s confirmation/consent to protect the Cardholder and Bank from any loss.

6. Statement & Payments:
1- Cardholder shall, in all cases, make sure that the Bank has received the payment through a cheque before no more than four business days (excluding Fridays and Saturdays) of the due date, to 

ensure that the Bank has received the due amount on or before date of maturity, bearing in mind the period required for collecting the cheque value as no amount will be registered in account till 
the required amount is received. In all the cases, the payment (including all means of payments such as online payment, SADAD if/and when available, SARIE if/when available, cash, etc…) 
amount should be credited to the credit card account by or on the payment due date so that service charges and other associated charges such as the late payment fees, and not limited to it, is 
applied.

2- Statement of account stating all transactions executed and posted to the Card Account including fees & charges will be generated on monthly basis and will be provided to the Cardholder through 
electronic means or by any other means that may be selected by the Bank on regular basis. 

3- If the Cardholder requires a paper-based statement, he/she may request the Bank and the Bank shall mail it to the Cardholder’s provided address. The Bank will not be held liable for any delay 
regarding the ordinary mail service or any other means selected by the Bank or for non-receipt of the Account Statement by the Cardholder.

4- The Bank will generate monthly statements on the 3rd of every month (Gregorian calendar) or any other day the bank deems fit.The Bank, however, has the right to change the date at its 
discretion. The Cardholder will get a grace period of approximately twenty-one (21) days from the statement generation date to pay the full outstanding balance.

5- The Account Statement will be considered correct and binding on the Cardholder, and in case of any objection/dispute, the Cardholder must notify the Bank of such objection within thirty (30) days 
from the date of issuing the Account Statement. If no objection/dispute is received from the Cardholder within the prescribed period, the Cardholder shall be deemed to be in agreement of the 
Account Statement and no objection will be accepted later.

6- If the customer did not settle the outstanding balance on the card as per the monthly account statement, the card will be suspended and outstanding balance will be deducted from the customer’s 
accounts within the bank as per the following:
a- If outstanding balance is more than the credit limit, there will be a daily deduction from the customer’s accounts until full outstanding balance is settled.
b- If outstanding balance is less than the credit limit, there will be a one-time monthly deduction from the customer’s accounts until full outstanding balance is settled.

8- If the Cardholder does not settle the full outstanding balance and in case of no payment made within consecutive 3 months, following will take place:
a- Card account will be blocked and reported in SIMAH accordingly
b- Contacting the customer within this period to discuss repayment and free credit advice on how to deal with financial issues
c- Work closely with customer on settlement prior reaching any legal action against customer
d. The bank has the right to identify a third party in relations to collection related matter within 1 months after the 3 months period have passed. 
The Late Payment charge will be paid to charity after deducting the actual expenses of collection (if any).

9- All Cash Withdrawal Transactions from ATM machines or by FransiPlus / FransiMobile (online banking) or by Bank branches or transfer from credit card account to current account will be charged 
the applicable cash advance fee and the service charges at the prevailing rate will be applicable from the transaction date of cash withdrawal. 

10- The Bank will report delinquent/defaulted Cardholders to SIMAH (Saudi Credit Bureau) as and when it requires details of the Cardholder’s credit card account including default and 
outstanding/repayment amounts on the Credit Card.

11- The card issuer will not permit the Cardholders to use the Card for any unlawful, illegal or immoral purposes, including the purchase of goods or services prohibited by the Sharia laws. The Card 
also shall not be used for any purchases or services prohibited by Sharia. In case of such use, the Bank reserves the right to cancel any Cards associated with the Card Account provided the 
Cardholder shall pay any amount outstanding on the Card Account.

12- The statement billing currency amount will be in Saudi Riyals; however, for MasterCard, all foreign currency transactions will be converted first to US Dollar as per the prevailing exchange 
conversion rate by MasterCard on the date of the transaction then to Saudi Riyal as per the prevailing exchange conversion rate by MasterCard on the date of the transaction made by the 
Cardholder. For Visa, all foreign currency transactions will be converted to SAR as per the prevailing exchange conversion rate by Visa on the date of the transaction made by the Cardholder. The 

Cardholder would be liable for any difference of fee or currency rate when they will be posted to the Cardholder’s account by the Bank.

MasterCard Example:
POS Transaction
EUR 500 transaction on POS in Paris, France.
EUR 500 is converted into USD 562.7 based on the currency conversion rate of EUR 1 = USD 1.1254
USD 562.7 is converted into Saudi Riyal by applying a 2.7% foreign exchange mark-up as follows:
USD 562.7 X 3.79401 X 102.7% = SAR 2,192.53 (rounded off to the nearest higher Halalah)

Cash Transaction
TRY 1,000 cash withdrawal transaction in Istanbul, Turkey.
TRY 1,000 cash withdrawal transaction amount is converted into USD 365.5 based on the currency conversion rate of TRY 1 = USD 0.3655. 
USD 365.5 is converted into Saudi Riyal by applying a 2.7% foreign exchange mark-up as follows:
365.5 X 3.79401 X 102.7% = SAR 1,424.15 (rounded off to the nearest higher Halalah)
*Cash Advance Fees will apply

Visa Example:
POS Transaction
USD 100 transaction on POS in New York, USA.
USD 100 is converted into SAR 376.42 based on the currency conversion rate of USD 1 = SAR 3.7642
USD 100 is converted into Saudi Riyal by applying a 2.7% foreign exchange mark-up as follows:
USD 100 X 3.7642 X 102.7% = SAR 386.59 (rounded off to the nearest higher Halalah)

Cash Transaction
USD 100 transaction on Cash in New York, USA.
USD 100 is converted into SAR 376.42 based on the currency conversion rate of USD 1 = SAR 3.7642
USD 100 is converted into Saudi Riyal by applying a 2.7% foreign exchange mark-up as follows:
USD 100 X 3.7642 X 102.7% = SAR 386.59 (rounded off to the nearest higher Halalah)
*Cash Advance Fees will apply

7. Debit Amounts In The Current Account & Overdraft Expenses:
1- The Cardholder acknowledges and agrees to authorize the Bank, without the need for prior notice, to deduct any due and payable amounts from any funds available in any account belonging to 

the Cardholder with the Bank. The main account will be the Saudi Riyal account, then follows any additional Non-Saudi Riyal accounts if needed. The Bank will be entitled to utilize any collateral 
of the Cardholder with the Bank including any assets or invaluable materials or amounts deposited with the Bank for repayment of the indebtedness of the Cardholder, and without the need for 
prior notice to the Cardholder. Also, the Bank will be entitled to seize any credit balance in any other current or saving account or any term deposit or any other amounts with the Bank, even if 
such amounts were not held as collaterals.

2- In case of insufficient funds in the account/s of the Cardholder for repaying the due and payable amounts under the Card, the Bank will levy fees without the need for prior authorization from the 
Cardholder. It is the responsibility of the Cardholder to maintain sufficient balance in his/her current/savings account to cover the amounts due occurred through either cash advance, retail 
purchases, and/or service charges or any other fees that may be charged or on account of delayed advise received for offline/late presentment/force transactions.

3- If the Cardholder delays payment of the amount due, the Bank is entitled to suspend the card and deduct the amount due from the customer’s accounts within the bank as per the following:
a. If outstanding balance is more than the credit limit, there will be a daily deduction from the customer’s accounts until full outstanding balance is settled.
b. If outstanding balance is less than the credit limit, there will be a one-time monthly deduction from the customer’s accounts until full outstanding balance is settled.
4- If the Cardholder delays payment of the amount due for three (3) consecutive months, this will result in the following:

a. Blocking of the Card, and no new Card will be issued until the entire debt is settled.
b. Provide the Saudi Credit Bureau (SIMAH), or any other entity or body authorized by SAMA, the name of the Cardholder to be added to the list of defaulted and sanctioned customers. It is known 

that these lists are accessible by all banks operating in Saudi Arabia, and the name of the Cardholder will not be removed from the list until all due and payable amounts are paid.
5- The Cardholder may repay all due amounts, full or partial, before the payment due date, and in case of amounts in excess of the due amounts, they will be added to the available balance, and the 

Cardholder will not be entitled to claim any profits on such amounts.
6- The Bank will be entitled to authorize a third party to collect the due and payable amounts, full or partial, from the Cardholder.
7- Cardholder will be charged a transaction fee as per the information in the Initial Disclosure Document in the case of disputing a genuine transaction upon request of a copy of the slip for personal 

use.

8. Use Of The Banque Saudi Fransi Internet/Virtual Card:
This card is restricted to online use only. It cannot be used at ATM machines or Point of Sale terminals.

9. Use of Banque Saudi Fransi Credit Cards On The Internet: 
The Cardholder can use his/her credit card for Internet purchase transactions using the Verified by Visa or MasterCard SecureCode service as applicable. To complete the transaction, a one-time 
password (OTP) is sent to the Cardholder’s mobile number and the OTP has to be provided on the Internet screen in the required field. To receive the OTP, transaction alerts and other communication 
from the Bank, updating the mobile number in the Bank’s record is a must. The Cardholder undertakes to take responsibility for updating the Bank records with the correct mobile number and correct 
address. The Bank is not responsible for the cardholder not receiving SMS messages or SMS messages transformed in transit for any reason. The cardholder is required to react immediately to any 
SMS message he/she notices which is not in line with the card usage or the Cardholder expectation.

10. Exchange & Taxation Restrictions:
The Cardholder promises to abide by the exchange and taxation restrictions which may be imposed as a result of the use of card, and the Cardholder will be responsible thereof. The Bank will also 
be authorized to debit all the damages, claims and expenses to which the Bank is exposed, to the account of the Cardholder as a result of these laws, and also all the taxation, fees and expense as 

well as all the amounts imposed by the government for any transaction.

11. Cardholder Responsibilities:
1- Cardholder will be responsible for all the transactions related to the use of his/her own card irrespective of whether it has been made through signing of a bill or providing the card number and 

other information pertaining to the card(s) and/or his/her personal information such as date of birth, ID/Iqama/Passport number and other sensitive information to a travel agent, hotel, car rental 
agency or any other establishment/entity for purpose of purchasing goods/services by request through mail or telephone or e-commerce or point-of-sale or SADAD Bill payment. The Bank, further, 
is not responsible for any misuse of any pieces of information shared.

2- Any transaction executed using the Card, such as cash withdrawals, purchases via point-of-sale terminals or e-commerce (contact and contactless) and charges prescribed by the Bank.
3- Bank will treat Cardholder’s PIN as his/her authorization whenever it is used with the card. Cardholder PIN is the electronic signature and identifies the Cardholder as the authorized user of the 

card. Any instructions received or transactions done using the card with the PIN will have the same legal effect as if the Cardholder signed a written direction to the bank. Safeguarding the PIN is 
the Cardholder responsibility. The copy of the original merchant sales slip or the cash advance slip or any other draft would be considered as a sufficient proof that the transactions were performed. 
The Cardholder agrees that he/she will never reveal the PIN to anyone, including merchants, members of the family and employees of the Bank.

4- The Cardholder agrees that he/she will update the mobile number, address and other contact details, including e-mail address as and when there is a change. The Cardholder acknowledges that 
he/she understands that the mobile phone is a must to receive messages and complete certain transactions and hence the Cardholder agrees to update the mobile number whenever there is a 
change. The Bank is not responsible if the Cardholder does not update the details mentioned here and loses his/her right.

5- For certain transactions, bank may allow the Cardholder to use the card without providing the PIN. For these transactions, Cardholder will have the same responsibilities as if the Cardholder has 
used the card with the PIN.

6- Cardholder shall register, login and access all information provided by the Bank on the Bank’s secure website for the purpose of disclosures and access to information and all Bank notifications, 
including, but not limited to monthly statements, account information, etc., without further need to send this information by e-mail or normal post, unless the Cardholder explicitly requests.

7- The Cardholder agrees and understands that he/she will not use the Card for trading in foreign exchange, and purchasing virtual currencies.
8-  Additional/Supplementary Card: The Primary Cardholder may, subject to approval of the Bank, request an additional/supplementary card for anyone through an official request, according to the 

following conditions:
i.   The Primary Cardholder shall be responsible, in all cases, for the fees, expenses and costs occurring to the additional/supplementary Cardholder through his/her use of the card.
ii.  The Primary Cardholder shall be responsible for all transactions, and these transactions shall be registered at the expense of the Primary Cardholder and posted to the Card Account.
iii.  Use of the additional/supplementary cards is subject to the terms and conditions stipulated by this agreement and additional/supplementary cards will not be used as separate cards for 
account purposes.
iv.  The additional/supplementary card will be subordinate to the Primary Card with respect to cancellation, renewal and suspension as well as other matters, and the contrary is not correct. i.e. 
cancellation, renewal and suspension as well as other matters related to the Supplementary card will not affect the Primary Card.
v.   The credit limit of the Primary Card may be inclusive of the credit limit of the Supplementary Card, never the less, The Primary Cardholder may request the Bank to assign a lower credit limit 
for the Supplementary Card.

12. Card Loss Or Theft: In case of loss or theft, the Cardholder shall notify the Bank immediately. All obligations and outstanding balance and transactions prior reporting the card lost or theft will 
be fully responsible by the Cardholder.

13. Change Of Address:
1. All notices are sent to the Cardholder address shown in this application.
2. Cardholder shall notify the Bank of any change in his/her address or the instructions related to sending the statements and other notices. This notice will only be valid upon receiving it by the Bank.
3. The last address or written instructions given to the Bank shall be considered as the mailing address of the Cardholder for purpose of sending statements and notices.
4. The Bank accepts no liability for misdirected mailings if the Cardholder has not notified the Bank in writing of a change in address.
5. The Bank will not be held liable for any delay regarding the ordinary mail service or any other means selected by the Bank or for non-receipt of the Account Statement and notices by the 
Cardholder.

14. Cancellation Of Card By Cardholder: The Cardholder may request cancellation of his/her main or additional/supplementary card at any time by notifying the Bank in writing or any authenticated 
channels. Cardholder shall pay the outstanding balance and return the plastic to the Bank. In case of new card issuance, the Cardholder can return the card within ten (10) days of receiving the card, 
without the obligation to pay any annual fees provided he/she has not activated and/or used the card for any transaction. In case customer requests a clearance letter, the clearance letter will be 
issued after 30 days from the date of full settlement of the entire outstanding balance on the card account.

15. Cancellation Of Card By The Bank: The Card is owned by the Bank and it will remain so at all times. The Bank may, at its own discretion, cancel the Card and close the Card Account at any 
time with or without any prior notice to the Cardholder. Upon occurrence of this cancellation, Cardholder will stop using the Card, return it to Bank, and pay the outstanding balance immediately.

16. Effect Of Cancellation: All pending transactions including cash advances and purchases are due and payable immediately in full upon cancellation of the Card and closing the Card Account. 
Cardholder shall be, in all cases, responsible for all the expenses and costs which the Bank may incur in collecting the amounts which are due and payable by the Cardholder, in addition to the 
accumulated service fees, fees of the additional amounts and all the fees and expenses accrued subject to these terms and conditions, and he/she shall compensate the Bank for them without delay.

17. Merchant Behavior: The Bank is not responsible for a rejected transaction at the merchant level or for the goods or services which the merchant provides. The complaint of the Cardholder 
against the merchant will not release him/her from any obligations.

18. Re-Issue, Renewal or Replacement: The Bank may, according to its own discretion, reissue, renew or replace the card. However the Bank has the right to check the credit standing, all financial 
obligations on customer, and other relevant information before deciding to renew the card and in no way is obliged to replace the card. If the Bank agrees to replace a card, the Cardholder will pay 
a re-issuance fee.

19. Authenticated communication: any authenticated communication with Cardholder is deemed sufficient for carrying out financial transactions and the Cardholder is responsible for such 
transactions.

20. Reward/Bonus Points: The Reward/Bonus Points are in accordance to “Jana” loyalty program terms and conditions. Cardholder agrees that he/she will redeem these Points within the validity 
period and has no claim on expired and in the event of card cancelation. Cardholder will be notified 1 month before the expiry of the points and repeatedly 1 week before the expiry via authenticated 
communication channels such as SMS.

21. Death: In case of death of the Cardholder the outstanding amount will be settled through the inheritance.

22. Bankruptcy: If the Cardholder declares Bankruptcy the outstanding amounts shall be paid immediately.

23. Assignment: The Bank may assign all or some of its rights at any time to any other party without notification to or approval of the Cardholder.

24. Applicable Laws: In case that the Cardholder fails to pay the amounts payable by him/her, or to fulfill his/her liabilities and obligations under these terms and conditions, Cardholder will agree 
that the Bank may take judicial procedures with the courts, judicial committees or special courts which have authorities over the Cardholder and/or his/her private properties in the Kingdom of Saudi 
Arabia and/or abroad.

25. Saudi Credit Bureau (SIMAH) For Credit Information System: All Banks in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia are engaged in the system of the Saudi Credit Bureau (SIMAH). The Cardholder agrees 
to provide the Bank with any information or data which the Bank requests. This is done to provide information to initiate his/her account with the Bank and/or to review it, or to manage it. If the 
Cardholder fails to pay, this will negatively affect the credit history of the Cardholder, which means that it will not be allowed for him/her in the future to obtain any facilities or finances from other 
Banks.

26. Clause of Illegal Transactions: The Cardholder undertakes not to use the principal or additional card issued for him/her directly or indirectly at any illegal transactions or purposes including 
purchase of goods, or obtaining services which are prohibited to be circulated in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and the place where he/she uses his/her card subject to the rules and laws effective, 
and those which also violate the agreement signed by him/her.

27. Invalidity: If any of these Terms and Conditions is adjudged to be invalid, void or unenforceable, the remaining Terms and Conditions will not be affected thereby. Such invalid provision may be 
replaced by the lawful provision that most nearly embodies the original intention of the parties as expressed herein, and these Terms and Conditions will in any event otherwise remain valid and 
enforceable.

28. Indemnification: You shall be solely responsible for and shall defend, indemnify and hold the Bank, its affiliates and their respective employees, agents, officers, directors, and assigns harmless 
from and against any claims, lawsuits, judgments, losses, liabilities, expenses (including reasonable attorney's fees), costs, damages and awards (collectively “Claims”) including, without limitation, 
Claims relating to economic loss and/or reputational loss arising out of or resulting from your failure to abide by these Terms and Conditions.

29. Termination of Service: The Bank reserves the right to cancel, without notice, any product or service offered to a Cardholder for his/her failure to abide by these Terms and Conditions, which 
shall be in the sole discretion of the Bank.

30. Bank Contact: Cardholder may contact the bank from landline on 8001242121 and from mobile/outside the Kingdom on +966 920000576. In case of a complaint, the Cardholder may contact 
FransiCare Department within the Kingdom on 920000548 or from mobile/outside the Kingdom on +966 920000548. 

31. General Principles for Financial Consumer Protection
1.  A bank will only provide a new card on written or authenticated request from the consumer or from an authorized person. A replacement card can be issued before expiry date or as requested 

by the consumer.
2.  A bank will ensure that cards are issued and delivered to the consumer named on the card, or to an authorized person, in accordance with SAMA circulars.
3.  A bank will provide appropriate electronic channels and free-phone to assist consumers to easily report loss, theft or misuse of their cards.
4.  A bank should fully investigate problems, complaints and claims from consumers, regarding incorrect transactions or any difficulties encountered when using any ‘Automated Teller Machine’ 

(ATM) or ‘Point Of Sale’ (POS) and take corrective action in accordance with SAMA circulars related to this.
5. A bank should not issue a credit card or increase a credit card limit except upon the written or authenticated request of the consumer, according to the regulations and circulars issued by SAMA 

relating to credit cards and debit cards.
6. A bank should not discriminate regarding the issuance of credit cards to consumers and the approval or rejection of a request for a credit card should be based on the consumer’s financial position 

and their ability to repay.
7. A bank should inform consumers of the importance of protecting ATM cards, credit cards, secret numbers and cheque books. The consumer should be informed of the procedures for reporting 

cases of theft, loss and fraud.
8. A consumer will be responsible for any transactions made on their credit card before they reported the loss of their card to the bank. The issuing bank is responsible for any fraudulent transactions 

(transfer of credit card information) without the knowledge of the card holder, whether made before or after the cardholder informs the bank, except in cases which the bank proves the 
cardholder’s responsibility for these transactions.

9. Banks shall ensure that none of its merchant clients implements any additional charges on or passes them to credit/debit cardholders when making payments at POSs to cover the merchant 
service charge. Banks are also responsible for monitoring merchants’ deposits to ensure that they are proportionate to the nature of such merchants’ business. In addition, banks are responsible 
for providing training to workers at stores on the use of POSs, while providing them with operational guidelines to be complied with.

10.  Merchants shall not charge additional fees on top of the cost of products or services if consumers use credit cards or mada debit/prepaid cards for making purchase payments at POSs.
11.  A bank will advise consumers of the transaction limits that apply at POS and ATM at time of issue, reissue of cards, or when these limits change.
12.  A bank should inform consumers to avoid choosing easy secret numbers for banking services or numbers associated

Note: In case Cardholder does not meet the Terms and Conditions of the Card, the bank will take the necessary actions that will have potential consequences on Cardholder. The Cardholder understands that non-compliance 
with these Terms and Conditions may result in:

1. Cancellation/suspension of the Primary and Supplementary Cards without notice from the Bank.

2. Negative impact on SIMAH record and the ability to obtain new credit facilities.

3. Practicing all legal resources/rights with escalation to appropriate Saudi judicial authorities in the event of non-payment of balance dues.

4. Increased financial burden due to commissions, fees and charges in case of paying minimum due amount every month.

5. Financial losses due to unauthorized transactions due to failure to report loss/theft of the Card promptly to the Bank.
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Important: Before you use your Credit Card, please carefully read the Terms and Conditions of this Cardholder’s Agreement.
MasterCard or Visa Low Limit credit cards issued by Banque Saudi Fransi are subject to the terms and conditions specified below.
Cardholders’ request to obtain a MasterCard or Visa card implies the acceptance and full consent to these terms and conditions.

Definitions: 
The following terms and expressions shall have the meanings assigned to each:
Saudi Central Bank
The Bank: Banque Saudi Fransi
The General Terms and Conditions: The document of terms and conditions related to credit cards issued by Banque Saudi Fransi, which was provided to the Card applicant who agreed to comply 
with and abide by.
The Cardholder: The person to whom the Card is issued to (whether the primary cardholder, or the supplementary cardholder), and his/her name will clearly appear on the Card.
Fees: The fees as stated in the schedule of charges and Initial Disclosure document.
Primary Cardholder: The person who applied for the Card from the Bank, and an account will be opened with his/her name. This person will be responsible for all cards issued under the account, 
including Supplementary and Virtual Cards, and Low Limit Cards.
Supplementary Cardholder: Any person authorized by the Primary Cardholder to hold and use the Card Account, and Bank issues a supplementary card with the person’s name.
The Supplementary Card: The Card issued by the Bank with the name of the Supplementary Cardholder.
The Card: The credit card issued by the Bank, such as “Visa” or “MasterCard” or any other credit card, including the Primary Card, the Supplementary Card, and the Internet virtual/low limit cards.
The Account: The account(s) of the Cardholder with the Bank.
The Card Account: An independent account separate from the other accounts of the Cardholder with the Bank, and all details of the transactions relating to the Card will be recorded to this account.
The Card Transaction(s): Any transaction executed using the Card, such as cash withdrawals, purchases via point-of-sale terminals or e-commerce (contact and contactless) and charges 
prescribed by the Bank.
Cash Withdrawals: The cash amount received by the Cardholder from the Bank or any other bank using an ATM or directly receiving the cash from the Bank or an amount transferred into the 
current/savings account.
Credit Limit: The maximum credit limit permitted by the bank for the Card transactions, as notified from time to time to the cardholder.
Account Statement: The monthly statement sent to the Primary Cardholder by ordinary mail service, electronic mail, or electronic statement using internet banking services detailing the Card 
Transactions posted to the Card Account, and all amounts due and payable to the Bank by the Cardholder.
Day: The calendar day

1. General:
1- The Bank reserves the right to accept or reject any low limit credit card application.
2- In case the credit card application is rejected, the applicant will receive the reason for rejection within 5 business days.
3- If the application is accepted, the Cardholder can receive his/her card through one of the Bank branches or through courier, provided that this is determined in advance by the applicant in the 

application form.
4- The credit limit assigned for the low limit credit card is SAR 10 and subject to discretion of the bank. The maximum allowed amount to be loaded/credited to the card is SAR 37,500.
5- The Bank may issue, if it decides to issue a card, a card type of its own choice irrespective of what the Cardholder has asked for and assign the credit limit it deems fit.
6- All credit cards are a property of the bank and the bank may decide to withdraw the card(s) at any time or block or discontinue/cancel the service without any prior notice to protect the interests 

of the Cardholder  and/or the bank.
7- After receiving the card, Cardholder shall sign in the space dedicated for this purpose on the back of the card. Cardholder shall activate the card by calling the Bank toll free telephone directly or 

through one of the Bank branches or through any of the electronic channels of the Bank such as FransiPlus, FransiMobile or the ATM or any other mode the Bank may introduce.
8- The validity of the Card shall be for three (3) years from the date of issuance.
9- The Bank shall renew the Card automatically upon approaching the expiry date and shall collect the necessary charges from the cardholder’s account or card account, unless the Cardholder 

expresses in writing his/her unwillingness to renew the Card fourteen (14) days prior the expiry date of the Card as long as renewal card is not activated.
10- Cardholder assumes full responsibility for the obligations arising throughout the term of use of his/her card. He/she shall pay the principal amounts, service charges, and any other fees, penalties, 

and exchange rates levied by the Bank or Visa/MasterCard or any other entity which are according to the Terms and Conditions due to the Bank immediately, and without any delay.
11- The additional product features and benefits may be changed from time to time without any prior notification, and these include those provided by Visa/MasterCard as well.
12- The Bank is not liable for any misuse or mismanagement of products and services offered to a Cardholder by the Bank.
13- The Bank reserves the right at all times at its sole discretion to change and amend the general terms and conditions and the effective date of implementation of the change/amendment in terms 

and conditions will be after thirty (30) days starting from the date of communicating such change/amendment to the customer/cardholder. Cardholder may cancel and close his/her Card(s) 
provided that such cancellation/closure will be made by written notice within fourteen (14) days prior the change.

14- Benefits and Services: There may be offer benefits and services which are provided through Visa/MasterCard. These are provided by the Bank on a best effort basis and may be subject to specific 
conditions laid out by Visa/MasterCard. The Bank is neither liable nor responsible for the quality or availability of these services. Cardholder is responsible for all concierge and 3rd party 
authorization provided and requested to service provider.

15- The parties intend this Agreement shall be in conformity with the principles of Sharia.
16- The card shall be issued and linked with a Saudi Arabian Riyal account.

2. Credit Limit/Purchase Level:
1- Credit Cardholder may not exceed the credit limit or the amount funded / loaded on the card.
2- If a transaction is performed and the transaction amount exceeds the credit limit or the amount funded / loaded on the card, the Bank is not liable to approve the transaction. However, the 

Cardholder agrees that the Bank may approve such transactions. In addition, the Cardholder will be responsible for any surplus amount, in addition to any other amounts accrued due to the fees 
mentioned in the Initial Disclosure Document. The customer must settle the amounts immediately and the bank reserves the right to deduct amount from any of the customer’s accounts with the 
bank to settle dues.

3- If the service charges and fees applied to the overall balance add up to beyond the credit limit assigned, or in the case of offline/late presentment/force transactions, the delayed transaction may 
cause the account to go over limit. It is the responsibility of the Cardholder to ensure that he/she does not exceed the credit limit.

4- In the event the Cardholder exceeds the credit limit, the Bank at its discretion may suspend the card.
5- In all cases of exceeding the credit limit, the over limit amount is payable immediately, along with the minimum amount due and overdue amount, if any.

6- Cardholder may request for a credit limit increase which the Bank may allow/reject at its own discretion.
7- The bank has the right to at any time to reduce the Credit Limit of the Card without prior notice to the Cardholder and will not increase credit limit unless an authenticated request is submitted by 

primary cardholder.
8- If customer funds the card or opts for auto-load / fund the card functionally when the card funding balances reaches a specified amount by the customer, the bank is not responsible if not loaded 

for any reasons and full responsibility is on the customer to review his / her card account regularly and opt out / discontinue the auto-load / fund functionality via authenticated e-channel services. 

3. Fees: (For applicable Fees, please refer to Initial Disclosure Document)
1- Annual fees are charged upon issuance of the card for the first time and every year upon renewal.
2- Annual fees are charged to the Cardholder in a month chosen by the Bank, and the Cardholder may not reclaim those fees even if the card is cancelled and account is closed before expiry.
3- To avoid service fees, the outstanding balance shall be fully paid and received by the Bank before the payment due date as shown in the statement of account.
4- Value Added Tax: VAT shall be added at the current applicable fees as amended from time to time, as per the VAT Rules and Regulations effective the first of January 2018.

4. Cash Withdrawals:
 Withdrawals are limited to the amount credited / funded / loaded by the customer on the low limit card, the cash advance fee will be calculated for each cash withdrawal transaction as per the Initial 
Disclosure Document. The Bank may set a maximum daily limit of five thousand riyals (SAR 5,000) for cash withdrawal transactions.

5. Card Fraud & Unauthorized Transactions:
1- In case of any fraudulent or unauthorized transactions on The Card, Cardholder must immediately contact and notify the Bank about such transactions whether inside or outside the Kingdom of 

Saudi Arabia. Contact details are available on the back of the Card or the Bank’s website. It is recommended to save the Bank’s contact details at all times.
2- The Cardholder will be liable and responsible for any negligence or delay in reporting any fraud or unauthorized transactions on the Card. It is the exclusive responsibility of the Cardholder to 

safe-guard his/her card details and PIN and not disclose it to anyone. In case of any willful disclosure of such confidential information, the Cardholder will be liability for any fraud as a result of 
this disclosure.

3- The Cardholder should register and ensure he/she is receiving all SMS alerts on the registered mobile number for any transactions on the Card and it is the sole responsibility of the Cardholder 
to carry his/her mobile phone at all times in order to receive the SMS alerts and inform the bank in case of any change in mobile number.

4- The Cardholder will not be financially responsible for any further fraudulent or unauthorized transaction on the Card after he/she has reported the fraudulent/unauthorized transaction to the Bank.
5- The burden of proof for a fraudulent /unauthorized transaction will remain on the Cardholder disputing such transactions and all necessary documentation for this purpose such as customer 

dispute form, passport copy, etc… will have to be provided to the Bank for speedy resolution of the dispute.
6- The Bank will credit the Card Account after satisfying the legitimacy of the dispute and receipt of the required documentation.
7- Although the Bank will make efforts to contact the Cardholder in case of a suspected fraudulent/unauthorized transaction, the Bank reserves the right to block the Card without waiting for 

Cardholder’s confirmation/consent to protect the Cardholder and Bank from any loss.

6. Statement & Payments:
1- Cardholder shall, in all cases, make sure that the Bank has received the payment through a cheque before no more than four business days (excluding Fridays and Saturdays) of the due date, to 

ensure that the Bank has received the due amount on or before date of maturity, bearing in mind the period required for collecting the cheque value as no amount will be registered in account till 
the required amount is received. In all the cases, the payment (including all means of payments such as online payment, SADAD if/and when available, SARIE if/when available, cash, etc…) 
amount should be credited to the credit card account by or on the payment due date so that service charges and other associated charges such as the late payment fees, and not limited to it, is 
applied.

2- Statement of account stating all transactions executed and posted to the Card Account including fees & charges will be generated on monthly basis and will be provided to the Cardholder through 
electronic means or by any other means that may be selected by the Bank on regular basis. 

3- If the Cardholder requires a paper-based statement, he/she may request the Bank and the Bank shall mail it to the Cardholder’s provided address. The Bank will not be held liable for any delay 
regarding the ordinary mail service or any other means selected by the Bank or for non-receipt of the Account Statement by the Cardholder.

4- The Bank will generate monthly statements on the 3rd of every month (Gregorian calendar) or any other day the bank deems fit.The Bank, however, has the right to change the date at its 
discretion. The Cardholder will get a grace period of approximately twenty-one (21) days from the statement generation date to pay the full outstanding balance.

5- The Account Statement will be considered correct and binding on the Cardholder, and in case of any objection/dispute, the Cardholder must notify the Bank of such objection within thirty (30) days 
from the date of issuing the Account Statement. If no objection/dispute is received from the Cardholder within the prescribed period, the Cardholder shall be deemed to be in agreement of the 
Account Statement and no objection will be accepted later.

6- If the customer did not settle the outstanding balance on the card as per the monthly account statement, the card will be suspended and outstanding balance will be deducted from the customer’s 
accounts within the bank as per the following:
a- If outstanding balance is more than the credit limit, there will be a daily deduction from the customer’s accounts until full outstanding balance is settled.
b- If outstanding balance is less than the credit limit, there will be a one-time monthly deduction from the customer’s accounts until full outstanding balance is settled.

8- If the Cardholder does not settle the full outstanding balance and in case of no payment made within consecutive 3 months, following will take place:
a- Card account will be blocked and reported in SIMAH accordingly
b- Contacting the customer within this period to discuss repayment and free credit advice on how to deal with financial issues
c- Work closely with customer on settlement prior reaching any legal action against customer
d. The bank has the right to identify a third party in relations to collection related matter within 1 months after the 3 months period have passed. 
The Late Payment charge will be paid to charity after deducting the actual expenses of collection (if any).

9- All Cash Withdrawal Transactions from ATM machines or by FransiPlus / FransiMobile (online banking) or by Bank branches or transfer from credit card account to current account will be charged 
the applicable cash advance fee and the service charges at the prevailing rate will be applicable from the transaction date of cash withdrawal. 

10- The Bank will report delinquent/defaulted Cardholders to SIMAH (Saudi Credit Bureau) as and when it requires details of the Cardholder’s credit card account including default and 
outstanding/repayment amounts on the Credit Card.

11- The card issuer will not permit the Cardholders to use the Card for any unlawful, illegal or immoral purposes, including the purchase of goods or services prohibited by the Sharia laws. The Card 
also shall not be used for any purchases or services prohibited by Sharia. In case of such use, the Bank reserves the right to cancel any Cards associated with the Card Account provided the 
Cardholder shall pay any amount outstanding on the Card Account.

12- The statement billing currency amount will be in Saudi Riyals; however, for MasterCard, all foreign currency transactions will be converted first to US Dollar as per the prevailing exchange 
conversion rate by MasterCard on the date of the transaction then to Saudi Riyal as per the prevailing exchange conversion rate by MasterCard on the date of the transaction made by the 
Cardholder. For Visa, all foreign currency transactions will be converted to SAR as per the prevailing exchange conversion rate by Visa on the date of the transaction made by the Cardholder. The 

Cardholder would be liable for any difference of fee or currency rate when they will be posted to the Cardholder’s account by the Bank.

MasterCard Example:
POS Transaction
EUR 500 transaction on POS in Paris, France.
EUR 500 is converted into USD 562.7 based on the currency conversion rate of EUR 1 = USD 1.1254
USD 562.7 is converted into Saudi Riyal by applying a 2.7% foreign exchange mark-up as follows:
USD 562.7 X 3.79401 X 102.7% = SAR 2,192.53 (rounded off to the nearest higher Halalah)

Cash Transaction
TRY 1,000 cash withdrawal transaction in Istanbul, Turkey.
TRY 1,000 cash withdrawal transaction amount is converted into USD 365.5 based on the currency conversion rate of TRY 1 = USD 0.3655. 
USD 365.5 is converted into Saudi Riyal by applying a 2.7% foreign exchange mark-up as follows:
365.5 X 3.79401 X 102.7% = SAR 1,424.15 (rounded off to the nearest higher Halalah)
*Cash Advance Fees will apply

Visa Example:
POS Transaction
USD 100 transaction on POS in New York, USA.
USD 100 is converted into SAR 376.42 based on the currency conversion rate of USD 1 = SAR 3.7642
USD 100 is converted into Saudi Riyal by applying a 2.7% foreign exchange mark-up as follows:
USD 100 X 3.7642 X 102.7% = SAR 386.59 (rounded off to the nearest higher Halalah)

Cash Transaction
USD 100 transaction on Cash in New York, USA.
USD 100 is converted into SAR 376.42 based on the currency conversion rate of USD 1 = SAR 3.7642
USD 100 is converted into Saudi Riyal by applying a 2.7% foreign exchange mark-up as follows:
USD 100 X 3.7642 X 102.7% = SAR 386.59 (rounded off to the nearest higher Halalah)
*Cash Advance Fees will apply

7. Debit Amounts In The Current Account & Overdraft Expenses:
1- The Cardholder acknowledges and agrees to authorize the Bank, without the need for prior notice, to deduct any due and payable amounts from any funds available in any account belonging to 

the Cardholder with the Bank. The main account will be the Saudi Riyal account, then follows any additional Non-Saudi Riyal accounts if needed. The Bank will be entitled to utilize any collateral 
of the Cardholder with the Bank including any assets or invaluable materials or amounts deposited with the Bank for repayment of the indebtedness of the Cardholder, and without the need for 
prior notice to the Cardholder. Also, the Bank will be entitled to seize any credit balance in any other current or saving account or any term deposit or any other amounts with the Bank, even if 
such amounts were not held as collaterals.

2- In case of insufficient funds in the account/s of the Cardholder for repaying the due and payable amounts under the Card, the Bank will levy fees without the need for prior authorization from the 
Cardholder. It is the responsibility of the Cardholder to maintain sufficient balance in his/her current/savings account to cover the amounts due occurred through either cash advance, retail 
purchases, and/or service charges or any other fees that may be charged or on account of delayed advise received for offline/late presentment/force transactions.

3- If the Cardholder delays payment of the amount due, the Bank is entitled to suspend the card and deduct the amount due from the customer’s accounts within the bank as per the following:
a. If outstanding balance is more than the credit limit, there will be a daily deduction from the customer’s accounts until full outstanding balance is settled.
b. If outstanding balance is less than the credit limit, there will be a one-time monthly deduction from the customer’s accounts until full outstanding balance is settled.
4- If the Cardholder delays payment of the amount due for three (3) consecutive months, this will result in the following:

a. Blocking of the Card, and no new Card will be issued until the entire debt is settled.
b. Provide the Saudi Credit Bureau (SIMAH), or any other entity or body authorized by SAMA, the name of the Cardholder to be added to the list of defaulted and sanctioned customers. It is known 

that these lists are accessible by all banks operating in Saudi Arabia, and the name of the Cardholder will not be removed from the list until all due and payable amounts are paid.
5- The Cardholder may repay all due amounts, full or partial, before the payment due date, and in case of amounts in excess of the due amounts, they will be added to the available balance, and the 

Cardholder will not be entitled to claim any profits on such amounts.
6- The Bank will be entitled to authorize a third party to collect the due and payable amounts, full or partial, from the Cardholder.
7- Cardholder will be charged a transaction fee as per the information in the Initial Disclosure Document in the case of disputing a genuine transaction upon request of a copy of the slip for personal 

use.

8. Use Of The Banque Saudi Fransi Internet/Virtual Card:
This card is restricted to online use only. It cannot be used at ATM machines or Point of Sale terminals.

9. Use of Banque Saudi Fransi Credit Cards On The Internet: 
The Cardholder can use his/her credit card for Internet purchase transactions using the Verified by Visa or MasterCard SecureCode service as applicable. To complete the transaction, a one-time 
password (OTP) is sent to the Cardholder’s mobile number and the OTP has to be provided on the Internet screen in the required field. To receive the OTP, transaction alerts and other communication 
from the Bank, updating the mobile number in the Bank’s record is a must. The Cardholder undertakes to take responsibility for updating the Bank records with the correct mobile number and correct 
address. The Bank is not responsible for the cardholder not receiving SMS messages or SMS messages transformed in transit for any reason. The cardholder is required to react immediately to any 
SMS message he/she notices which is not in line with the card usage or the Cardholder expectation.

10. Exchange & Taxation Restrictions:
The Cardholder promises to abide by the exchange and taxation restrictions which may be imposed as a result of the use of card, and the Cardholder will be responsible thereof. The Bank will also 
be authorized to debit all the damages, claims and expenses to which the Bank is exposed, to the account of the Cardholder as a result of these laws, and also all the taxation, fees and expense as 

well as all the amounts imposed by the government for any transaction.

11. Cardholder Responsibilities:
1- Cardholder will be responsible for all the transactions related to the use of his/her own card irrespective of whether it has been made through signing of a bill or providing the card number and 

other information pertaining to the card(s) and/or his/her personal information such as date of birth, ID/Iqama/Passport number and other sensitive information to a travel agent, hotel, car rental 
agency or any other establishment/entity for purpose of purchasing goods/services by request through mail or telephone or e-commerce or point-of-sale or SADAD Bill payment. The Bank, further, 
is not responsible for any misuse of any pieces of information shared.

2- Any transaction executed using the Card, such as cash withdrawals, purchases via point-of-sale terminals or e-commerce (contact and contactless) and charges prescribed by the Bank.
3- Bank will treat Cardholder’s PIN as his/her authorization whenever it is used with the card. Cardholder PIN is the electronic signature and identifies the Cardholder as the authorized user of the 

card. Any instructions received or transactions done using the card with the PIN will have the same legal effect as if the Cardholder signed a written direction to the bank. Safeguarding the PIN is 
the Cardholder responsibility. The copy of the original merchant sales slip or the cash advance slip or any other draft would be considered as a sufficient proof that the transactions were performed. 
The Cardholder agrees that he/she will never reveal the PIN to anyone, including merchants, members of the family and employees of the Bank.

4- The Cardholder agrees that he/she will update the mobile number, address and other contact details, including e-mail address as and when there is a change. The Cardholder acknowledges that 
he/she understands that the mobile phone is a must to receive messages and complete certain transactions and hence the Cardholder agrees to update the mobile number whenever there is a 
change. The Bank is not responsible if the Cardholder does not update the details mentioned here and loses his/her right.

5- For certain transactions, bank may allow the Cardholder to use the card without providing the PIN. For these transactions, Cardholder will have the same responsibilities as if the Cardholder has 
used the card with the PIN.

6- Cardholder shall register, login and access all information provided by the Bank on the Bank’s secure website for the purpose of disclosures and access to information and all Bank notifications, 
including, but not limited to monthly statements, account information, etc., without further need to send this information by e-mail or normal post, unless the Cardholder explicitly requests.

7- The Cardholder agrees and understands that he/she will not use the Card for trading in foreign exchange, and purchasing virtual currencies.
8-  Additional/Supplementary Card: The Primary Cardholder may, subject to approval of the Bank, request an additional/supplementary card for anyone through an official request, according to the 

following conditions:
i.   The Primary Cardholder shall be responsible, in all cases, for the fees, expenses and costs occurring to the additional/supplementary Cardholder through his/her use of the card.
ii.  The Primary Cardholder shall be responsible for all transactions, and these transactions shall be registered at the expense of the Primary Cardholder and posted to the Card Account.
iii.  Use of the additional/supplementary cards is subject to the terms and conditions stipulated by this agreement and additional/supplementary cards will not be used as separate cards for 
account purposes.
iv.  The additional/supplementary card will be subordinate to the Primary Card with respect to cancellation, renewal and suspension as well as other matters, and the contrary is not correct. i.e. 
cancellation, renewal and suspension as well as other matters related to the Supplementary card will not affect the Primary Card.
v.   The credit limit of the Primary Card may be inclusive of the credit limit of the Supplementary Card, never the less, The Primary Cardholder may request the Bank to assign a lower credit limit 
for the Supplementary Card.

12. Card Loss Or Theft: In case of loss or theft, the Cardholder shall notify the Bank immediately. All obligations and outstanding balance and transactions prior reporting the card lost or theft will 
be fully responsible by the Cardholder.

13. Change Of Address:
1. All notices are sent to the Cardholder address shown in this application.
2. Cardholder shall notify the Bank of any change in his/her address or the instructions related to sending the statements and other notices. This notice will only be valid upon receiving it by the Bank.
3. The last address or written instructions given to the Bank shall be considered as the mailing address of the Cardholder for purpose of sending statements and notices.
4. The Bank accepts no liability for misdirected mailings if the Cardholder has not notified the Bank in writing of a change in address.
5. The Bank will not be held liable for any delay regarding the ordinary mail service or any other means selected by the Bank or for non-receipt of the Account Statement and notices by the 
Cardholder.

14. Cancellation Of Card By Cardholder: The Cardholder may request cancellation of his/her main or additional/supplementary card at any time by notifying the Bank in writing or any authenticated 
channels. Cardholder shall pay the outstanding balance and return the plastic to the Bank. In case of new card issuance, the Cardholder can return the card within ten (10) days of receiving the card, 
without the obligation to pay any annual fees provided he/she has not activated and/or used the card for any transaction. In case customer requests a clearance letter, the clearance letter will be 
issued after 30 days from the date of full settlement of the entire outstanding balance on the card account.

15. Cancellation Of Card By The Bank: The Card is owned by the Bank and it will remain so at all times. The Bank may, at its own discretion, cancel the Card and close the Card Account at any 
time with or without any prior notice to the Cardholder. Upon occurrence of this cancellation, Cardholder will stop using the Card, return it to Bank, and pay the outstanding balance immediately.

16. Effect Of Cancellation: All pending transactions including cash advances and purchases are due and payable immediately in full upon cancellation of the Card and closing the Card Account. 
Cardholder shall be, in all cases, responsible for all the expenses and costs which the Bank may incur in collecting the amounts which are due and payable by the Cardholder, in addition to the 
accumulated service fees, fees of the additional amounts and all the fees and expenses accrued subject to these terms and conditions, and he/she shall compensate the Bank for them without delay.

17. Merchant Behavior: The Bank is not responsible for a rejected transaction at the merchant level or for the goods or services which the merchant provides. The complaint of the Cardholder 
against the merchant will not release him/her from any obligations.

18. Re-Issue, Renewal or Replacement: The Bank may, according to its own discretion, reissue, renew or replace the card. However the Bank has the right to check the credit standing, all financial 
obligations on customer, and other relevant information before deciding to renew the card and in no way is obliged to replace the card. If the Bank agrees to replace a card, the Cardholder will pay 
a re-issuance fee.

19. Authenticated communication: any authenticated communication with Cardholder is deemed sufficient for carrying out financial transactions and the Cardholder is responsible for such 
transactions.

20. Reward/Bonus Points: The Reward/Bonus Points are in accordance to “Jana” loyalty program terms and conditions. Cardholder agrees that he/she will redeem these Points within the validity 
period and has no claim on expired and in the event of card cancelation. Cardholder will be notified 1 month before the expiry of the points and repeatedly 1 week before the expiry via authenticated 
communication channels such as SMS.

21. Death: In case of death of the Cardholder the outstanding amount will be settled through the inheritance.

22. Bankruptcy: If the Cardholder declares Bankruptcy the outstanding amounts shall be paid immediately.

23. Assignment: The Bank may assign all or some of its rights at any time to any other party without notification to or approval of the Cardholder.

24. Applicable Laws: In case that the Cardholder fails to pay the amounts payable by him/her, or to fulfill his/her liabilities and obligations under these terms and conditions, Cardholder will agree 
that the Bank may take judicial procedures with the courts, judicial committees or special courts which have authorities over the Cardholder and/or his/her private properties in the Kingdom of Saudi 
Arabia and/or abroad.

25. Saudi Credit Bureau (SIMAH) For Credit Information System: All Banks in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia are engaged in the system of the Saudi Credit Bureau (SIMAH). The Cardholder agrees 
to provide the Bank with any information or data which the Bank requests. This is done to provide information to initiate his/her account with the Bank and/or to review it, or to manage it. If the 
Cardholder fails to pay, this will negatively affect the credit history of the Cardholder, which means that it will not be allowed for him/her in the future to obtain any facilities or finances from other 
Banks.

26. Clause of Illegal Transactions: The Cardholder undertakes not to use the principal or additional card issued for him/her directly or indirectly at any illegal transactions or purposes including 
purchase of goods, or obtaining services which are prohibited to be circulated in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and the place where he/she uses his/her card subject to the rules and laws effective, 
and those which also violate the agreement signed by him/her.

27. Invalidity: If any of these Terms and Conditions is adjudged to be invalid, void or unenforceable, the remaining Terms and Conditions will not be affected thereby. Such invalid provision may be 
replaced by the lawful provision that most nearly embodies the original intention of the parties as expressed herein, and these Terms and Conditions will in any event otherwise remain valid and 
enforceable.

28. Indemnification: You shall be solely responsible for and shall defend, indemnify and hold the Bank, its affiliates and their respective employees, agents, officers, directors, and assigns harmless 
from and against any claims, lawsuits, judgments, losses, liabilities, expenses (including reasonable attorney's fees), costs, damages and awards (collectively “Claims”) including, without limitation, 
Claims relating to economic loss and/or reputational loss arising out of or resulting from your failure to abide by these Terms and Conditions.

29. Termination of Service: The Bank reserves the right to cancel, without notice, any product or service offered to a Cardholder for his/her failure to abide by these Terms and Conditions, which 
shall be in the sole discretion of the Bank.

30. Bank Contact: Cardholder may contact the bank from landline on 8001242121 and from mobile/outside the Kingdom on +966 920000576. In case of a complaint, the Cardholder may contact 
FransiCare Department within the Kingdom on 920000548 or from mobile/outside the Kingdom on +966 920000548. 

31. General Principles for Financial Consumer Protection
1.  A bank will only provide a new card on written or authenticated request from the consumer or from an authorized person. A replacement card can be issued before expiry date or as requested 

by the consumer.
2.  A bank will ensure that cards are issued and delivered to the consumer named on the card, or to an authorized person, in accordance with SAMA circulars.
3.  A bank will provide appropriate electronic channels and free-phone to assist consumers to easily report loss, theft or misuse of their cards.
4.  A bank should fully investigate problems, complaints and claims from consumers, regarding incorrect transactions or any difficulties encountered when using any ‘Automated Teller Machine’ 

(ATM) or ‘Point Of Sale’ (POS) and take corrective action in accordance with SAMA circulars related to this.
5. A bank should not issue a credit card or increase a credit card limit except upon the written or authenticated request of the consumer, according to the regulations and circulars issued by SAMA 

relating to credit cards and debit cards.
6. A bank should not discriminate regarding the issuance of credit cards to consumers and the approval or rejection of a request for a credit card should be based on the consumer’s financial position 

and their ability to repay.
7. A bank should inform consumers of the importance of protecting ATM cards, credit cards, secret numbers and cheque books. The consumer should be informed of the procedures for reporting 

cases of theft, loss and fraud.
8. A consumer will be responsible for any transactions made on their credit card before they reported the loss of their card to the bank. The issuing bank is responsible for any fraudulent transactions 

(transfer of credit card information) without the knowledge of the card holder, whether made before or after the cardholder informs the bank, except in cases which the bank proves the 
cardholder’s responsibility for these transactions.

9. Banks shall ensure that none of its merchant clients implements any additional charges on or passes them to credit/debit cardholders when making payments at POSs to cover the merchant 
service charge. Banks are also responsible for monitoring merchants’ deposits to ensure that they are proportionate to the nature of such merchants’ business. In addition, banks are responsible 
for providing training to workers at stores on the use of POSs, while providing them with operational guidelines to be complied with.

10.  Merchants shall not charge additional fees on top of the cost of products or services if consumers use credit cards or mada debit/prepaid cards for making purchase payments at POSs.
11.  A bank will advise consumers of the transaction limits that apply at POS and ATM at time of issue, reissue of cards, or when these limits change.
12.  A bank should inform consumers to avoid choosing easy secret numbers for banking services or numbers associated

Note: In case Cardholder does not meet the Terms and Conditions of the Card, the bank will take the necessary actions that will have potential consequences on Cardholder. The Cardholder understands that non-compliance 
with these Terms and Conditions may result in:

1. Cancellation/suspension of the Primary and Supplementary Cards without notice from the Bank.

2. Negative impact on SIMAH record and the ability to obtain new credit facilities.

3. Practicing all legal resources/rights with escalation to appropriate Saudi judicial authorities in the event of non-payment of balance dues.

4. Increased financial burden due to commissions, fees and charges in case of paying minimum due amount every month.

5. Financial losses due to unauthorized transactions due to failure to report loss/theft of the Card promptly to the Bank.
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Important: Before you use your Credit Card, please carefully read the Terms and Conditions of this Cardholder’s Agreement.
MasterCard or Visa Low Limit credit cards issued by Banque Saudi Fransi are subject to the terms and conditions specified below.
Cardholders’ request to obtain a MasterCard or Visa card implies the acceptance and full consent to these terms and conditions.

Definitions: 
The following terms and expressions shall have the meanings assigned to each:
Saudi Central Bank
The Bank: Banque Saudi Fransi
The General Terms and Conditions: The document of terms and conditions related to credit cards issued by Banque Saudi Fransi, which was provided to the Card applicant who agreed to comply 
with and abide by.
The Cardholder: The person to whom the Card is issued to (whether the primary cardholder, or the supplementary cardholder), and his/her name will clearly appear on the Card.
Fees: The fees as stated in the schedule of charges and Initial Disclosure document.
Primary Cardholder: The person who applied for the Card from the Bank, and an account will be opened with his/her name. This person will be responsible for all cards issued under the account, 
including Supplementary and Virtual Cards, and Low Limit Cards.
Supplementary Cardholder: Any person authorized by the Primary Cardholder to hold and use the Card Account, and Bank issues a supplementary card with the person’s name.
The Supplementary Card: The Card issued by the Bank with the name of the Supplementary Cardholder.
The Card: The credit card issued by the Bank, such as “Visa” or “MasterCard” or any other credit card, including the Primary Card, the Supplementary Card, and the Internet virtual/low limit cards.
The Account: The account(s) of the Cardholder with the Bank.
The Card Account: An independent account separate from the other accounts of the Cardholder with the Bank, and all details of the transactions relating to the Card will be recorded to this account.
The Card Transaction(s): Any transaction executed using the Card, such as cash withdrawals, purchases via point-of-sale terminals or e-commerce (contact and contactless) and charges 
prescribed by the Bank.
Cash Withdrawals: The cash amount received by the Cardholder from the Bank or any other bank using an ATM or directly receiving the cash from the Bank or an amount transferred into the 
current/savings account.
Credit Limit: The maximum credit limit permitted by the bank for the Card transactions, as notified from time to time to the cardholder.
Account Statement: The monthly statement sent to the Primary Cardholder by ordinary mail service, electronic mail, or electronic statement using internet banking services detailing the Card 
Transactions posted to the Card Account, and all amounts due and payable to the Bank by the Cardholder.
Day: The calendar day

1. General:
1- The Bank reserves the right to accept or reject any low limit credit card application.
2- In case the credit card application is rejected, the applicant will receive the reason for rejection within 5 business days.
3- If the application is accepted, the Cardholder can receive his/her card through one of the Bank branches or through courier, provided that this is determined in advance by the applicant in the 

application form.
4- The credit limit assigned for the low limit credit card is SAR 10 and subject to discretion of the bank. The maximum allowed amount to be loaded/credited to the card is SAR 37,500.
5- The Bank may issue, if it decides to issue a card, a card type of its own choice irrespective of what the Cardholder has asked for and assign the credit limit it deems fit.
6- All credit cards are a property of the bank and the bank may decide to withdraw the card(s) at any time or block or discontinue/cancel the service without any prior notice to protect the interests 

of the Cardholder  and/or the bank.
7- After receiving the card, Cardholder shall sign in the space dedicated for this purpose on the back of the card. Cardholder shall activate the card by calling the Bank toll free telephone directly or 

through one of the Bank branches or through any of the electronic channels of the Bank such as FransiPlus, FransiMobile or the ATM or any other mode the Bank may introduce.
8- The validity of the Card shall be for three (3) years from the date of issuance.
9- The Bank shall renew the Card automatically upon approaching the expiry date and shall collect the necessary charges from the cardholder’s account or card account, unless the Cardholder 

expresses in writing his/her unwillingness to renew the Card fourteen (14) days prior the expiry date of the Card as long as renewal card is not activated.
10- Cardholder assumes full responsibility for the obligations arising throughout the term of use of his/her card. He/she shall pay the principal amounts, service charges, and any other fees, penalties, 

and exchange rates levied by the Bank or Visa/MasterCard or any other entity which are according to the Terms and Conditions due to the Bank immediately, and without any delay.
11- The additional product features and benefits may be changed from time to time without any prior notification, and these include those provided by Visa/MasterCard as well.
12- The Bank is not liable for any misuse or mismanagement of products and services offered to a Cardholder by the Bank.
13- The Bank reserves the right at all times at its sole discretion to change and amend the general terms and conditions and the effective date of implementation of the change/amendment in terms 

and conditions will be after thirty (30) days starting from the date of communicating such change/amendment to the customer/cardholder. Cardholder may cancel and close his/her Card(s) 
provided that such cancellation/closure will be made by written notice within fourteen (14) days prior the change.

14- Benefits and Services: There may be offer benefits and services which are provided through Visa/MasterCard. These are provided by the Bank on a best effort basis and may be subject to specific 
conditions laid out by Visa/MasterCard. The Bank is neither liable nor responsible for the quality or availability of these services. Cardholder is responsible for all concierge and 3rd party 
authorization provided and requested to service provider.

15- The parties intend this Agreement shall be in conformity with the principles of Sharia.
16- The card shall be issued and linked with a Saudi Arabian Riyal account.

2. Credit Limit/Purchase Level:
1- Credit Cardholder may not exceed the credit limit or the amount funded / loaded on the card.
2- If a transaction is performed and the transaction amount exceeds the credit limit or the amount funded / loaded on the card, the Bank is not liable to approve the transaction. However, the 

Cardholder agrees that the Bank may approve such transactions. In addition, the Cardholder will be responsible for any surplus amount, in addition to any other amounts accrued due to the fees 
mentioned in the Initial Disclosure Document. The customer must settle the amounts immediately and the bank reserves the right to deduct amount from any of the customer’s accounts with the 
bank to settle dues.

3- If the service charges and fees applied to the overall balance add up to beyond the credit limit assigned, or in the case of offline/late presentment/force transactions, the delayed transaction may 
cause the account to go over limit. It is the responsibility of the Cardholder to ensure that he/she does not exceed the credit limit.

4- In the event the Cardholder exceeds the credit limit, the Bank at its discretion may suspend the card.
5- In all cases of exceeding the credit limit, the over limit amount is payable immediately, along with the minimum amount due and overdue amount, if any.

6- Cardholder may request for a credit limit increase which the Bank may allow/reject at its own discretion.
7- The bank has the right to at any time to reduce the Credit Limit of the Card without prior notice to the Cardholder and will not increase credit limit unless an authenticated request is submitted by 

primary cardholder.
8- If customer funds the card or opts for auto-load / fund the card functionally when the card funding balances reaches a specified amount by the customer, the bank is not responsible if not loaded 

for any reasons and full responsibility is on the customer to review his / her card account regularly and opt out / discontinue the auto-load / fund functionality via authenticated e-channel services. 

3. Fees: (For applicable Fees, please refer to Initial Disclosure Document)
1- Annual fees are charged upon issuance of the card for the first time and every year upon renewal.
2- Annual fees are charged to the Cardholder in a month chosen by the Bank, and the Cardholder may not reclaim those fees even if the card is cancelled and account is closed before expiry.
3- To avoid service fees, the outstanding balance shall be fully paid and received by the Bank before the payment due date as shown in the statement of account.
4- Value Added Tax: VAT shall be added at the current applicable fees as amended from time to time, as per the VAT Rules and Regulations effective the first of January 2018.

4. Cash Withdrawals:
 Withdrawals are limited to the amount credited / funded / loaded by the customer on the low limit card, the cash advance fee will be calculated for each cash withdrawal transaction as per the Initial 
Disclosure Document. The Bank may set a maximum daily limit of five thousand riyals (SAR 5,000) for cash withdrawal transactions.

5. Card Fraud & Unauthorized Transactions:
1- In case of any fraudulent or unauthorized transactions on The Card, Cardholder must immediately contact and notify the Bank about such transactions whether inside or outside the Kingdom of 

Saudi Arabia. Contact details are available on the back of the Card or the Bank’s website. It is recommended to save the Bank’s contact details at all times.
2- The Cardholder will be liable and responsible for any negligence or delay in reporting any fraud or unauthorized transactions on the Card. It is the exclusive responsibility of the Cardholder to 

safe-guard his/her card details and PIN and not disclose it to anyone. In case of any willful disclosure of such confidential information, the Cardholder will be liability for any fraud as a result of 
this disclosure.

3- The Cardholder should register and ensure he/she is receiving all SMS alerts on the registered mobile number for any transactions on the Card and it is the sole responsibility of the Cardholder 
to carry his/her mobile phone at all times in order to receive the SMS alerts and inform the bank in case of any change in mobile number.

4- The Cardholder will not be financially responsible for any further fraudulent or unauthorized transaction on the Card after he/she has reported the fraudulent/unauthorized transaction to the Bank.
5- The burden of proof for a fraudulent /unauthorized transaction will remain on the Cardholder disputing such transactions and all necessary documentation for this purpose such as customer 

dispute form, passport copy, etc… will have to be provided to the Bank for speedy resolution of the dispute.
6- The Bank will credit the Card Account after satisfying the legitimacy of the dispute and receipt of the required documentation.
7- Although the Bank will make efforts to contact the Cardholder in case of a suspected fraudulent/unauthorized transaction, the Bank reserves the right to block the Card without waiting for 

Cardholder’s confirmation/consent to protect the Cardholder and Bank from any loss.

6. Statement & Payments:
1- Cardholder shall, in all cases, make sure that the Bank has received the payment through a cheque before no more than four business days (excluding Fridays and Saturdays) of the due date, to 

ensure that the Bank has received the due amount on or before date of maturity, bearing in mind the period required for collecting the cheque value as no amount will be registered in account till 
the required amount is received. In all the cases, the payment (including all means of payments such as online payment, SADAD if/and when available, SARIE if/when available, cash, etc…) 
amount should be credited to the credit card account by or on the payment due date so that service charges and other associated charges such as the late payment fees, and not limited to it, is 
applied.

2- Statement of account stating all transactions executed and posted to the Card Account including fees & charges will be generated on monthly basis and will be provided to the Cardholder through 
electronic means or by any other means that may be selected by the Bank on regular basis. 

3- If the Cardholder requires a paper-based statement, he/she may request the Bank and the Bank shall mail it to the Cardholder’s provided address. The Bank will not be held liable for any delay 
regarding the ordinary mail service or any other means selected by the Bank or for non-receipt of the Account Statement by the Cardholder.

4- The Bank will generate monthly statements on the 3rd of every month (Gregorian calendar) or any other day the bank deems fit.The Bank, however, has the right to change the date at its 
discretion. The Cardholder will get a grace period of approximately twenty-one (21) days from the statement generation date to pay the full outstanding balance.

5- The Account Statement will be considered correct and binding on the Cardholder, and in case of any objection/dispute, the Cardholder must notify the Bank of such objection within thirty (30) days 
from the date of issuing the Account Statement. If no objection/dispute is received from the Cardholder within the prescribed period, the Cardholder shall be deemed to be in agreement of the 
Account Statement and no objection will be accepted later.

6- If the customer did not settle the outstanding balance on the card as per the monthly account statement, the card will be suspended and outstanding balance will be deducted from the customer’s 
accounts within the bank as per the following:
a- If outstanding balance is more than the credit limit, there will be a daily deduction from the customer’s accounts until full outstanding balance is settled.
b- If outstanding balance is less than the credit limit, there will be a one-time monthly deduction from the customer’s accounts until full outstanding balance is settled.

8- If the Cardholder does not settle the full outstanding balance and in case of no payment made within consecutive 3 months, following will take place:
a- Card account will be blocked and reported in SIMAH accordingly
b- Contacting the customer within this period to discuss repayment and free credit advice on how to deal with financial issues
c- Work closely with customer on settlement prior reaching any legal action against customer
d. The bank has the right to identify a third party in relations to collection related matter within 1 months after the 3 months period have passed. 
The Late Payment charge will be paid to charity after deducting the actual expenses of collection (if any).

9- All Cash Withdrawal Transactions from ATM machines or by FransiPlus / FransiMobile (online banking) or by Bank branches or transfer from credit card account to current account will be charged 
the applicable cash advance fee and the service charges at the prevailing rate will be applicable from the transaction date of cash withdrawal. 

10- The Bank will report delinquent/defaulted Cardholders to SIMAH (Saudi Credit Bureau) as and when it requires details of the Cardholder’s credit card account including default and 
outstanding/repayment amounts on the Credit Card.

11- The card issuer will not permit the Cardholders to use the Card for any unlawful, illegal or immoral purposes, including the purchase of goods or services prohibited by the Sharia laws. The Card 
also shall not be used for any purchases or services prohibited by Sharia. In case of such use, the Bank reserves the right to cancel any Cards associated with the Card Account provided the 
Cardholder shall pay any amount outstanding on the Card Account.

12- The statement billing currency amount will be in Saudi Riyals; however, for MasterCard, all foreign currency transactions will be converted first to US Dollar as per the prevailing exchange 
conversion rate by MasterCard on the date of the transaction then to Saudi Riyal as per the prevailing exchange conversion rate by MasterCard on the date of the transaction made by the 
Cardholder. For Visa, all foreign currency transactions will be converted to SAR as per the prevailing exchange conversion rate by Visa on the date of the transaction made by the Cardholder. The 

Cardholder would be liable for any difference of fee or currency rate when they will be posted to the Cardholder’s account by the Bank.

MasterCard Example:
POS Transaction
EUR 500 transaction on POS in Paris, France.
EUR 500 is converted into USD 562.7 based on the currency conversion rate of EUR 1 = USD 1.1254
USD 562.7 is converted into Saudi Riyal by applying a 2.7% foreign exchange mark-up as follows:
USD 562.7 X 3.79401 X 102.7% = SAR 2,192.53 (rounded off to the nearest higher Halalah)

Cash Transaction
TRY 1,000 cash withdrawal transaction in Istanbul, Turkey.
TRY 1,000 cash withdrawal transaction amount is converted into USD 365.5 based on the currency conversion rate of TRY 1 = USD 0.3655. 
USD 365.5 is converted into Saudi Riyal by applying a 2.7% foreign exchange mark-up as follows:
365.5 X 3.79401 X 102.7% = SAR 1,424.15 (rounded off to the nearest higher Halalah)
*Cash Advance Fees will apply

Visa Example:
POS Transaction
USD 100 transaction on POS in New York, USA.
USD 100 is converted into SAR 376.42 based on the currency conversion rate of USD 1 = SAR 3.7642
USD 100 is converted into Saudi Riyal by applying a 2.7% foreign exchange mark-up as follows:
USD 100 X 3.7642 X 102.7% = SAR 386.59 (rounded off to the nearest higher Halalah)

Cash Transaction
USD 100 transaction on Cash in New York, USA.
USD 100 is converted into SAR 376.42 based on the currency conversion rate of USD 1 = SAR 3.7642
USD 100 is converted into Saudi Riyal by applying a 2.7% foreign exchange mark-up as follows:
USD 100 X 3.7642 X 102.7% = SAR 386.59 (rounded off to the nearest higher Halalah)
*Cash Advance Fees will apply

7. Debit Amounts In The Current Account & Overdraft Expenses:
1- The Cardholder acknowledges and agrees to authorize the Bank, without the need for prior notice, to deduct any due and payable amounts from any funds available in any account belonging to 

the Cardholder with the Bank. The main account will be the Saudi Riyal account, then follows any additional Non-Saudi Riyal accounts if needed. The Bank will be entitled to utilize any collateral 
of the Cardholder with the Bank including any assets or invaluable materials or amounts deposited with the Bank for repayment of the indebtedness of the Cardholder, and without the need for 
prior notice to the Cardholder. Also, the Bank will be entitled to seize any credit balance in any other current or saving account or any term deposit or any other amounts with the Bank, even if 
such amounts were not held as collaterals.

2- In case of insufficient funds in the account/s of the Cardholder for repaying the due and payable amounts under the Card, the Bank will levy fees without the need for prior authorization from the 
Cardholder. It is the responsibility of the Cardholder to maintain sufficient balance in his/her current/savings account to cover the amounts due occurred through either cash advance, retail 
purchases, and/or service charges or any other fees that may be charged or on account of delayed advise received for offline/late presentment/force transactions.

3- If the Cardholder delays payment of the amount due, the Bank is entitled to suspend the card and deduct the amount due from the customer’s accounts within the bank as per the following:
a. If outstanding balance is more than the credit limit, there will be a daily deduction from the customer’s accounts until full outstanding balance is settled.
b. If outstanding balance is less than the credit limit, there will be a one-time monthly deduction from the customer’s accounts until full outstanding balance is settled.
4- If the Cardholder delays payment of the amount due for three (3) consecutive months, this will result in the following:

a. Blocking of the Card, and no new Card will be issued until the entire debt is settled.
b. Provide the Saudi Credit Bureau (SIMAH), or any other entity or body authorized by SAMA, the name of the Cardholder to be added to the list of defaulted and sanctioned customers. It is known 

that these lists are accessible by all banks operating in Saudi Arabia, and the name of the Cardholder will not be removed from the list until all due and payable amounts are paid.
5- The Cardholder may repay all due amounts, full or partial, before the payment due date, and in case of amounts in excess of the due amounts, they will be added to the available balance, and the 

Cardholder will not be entitled to claim any profits on such amounts.
6- The Bank will be entitled to authorize a third party to collect the due and payable amounts, full or partial, from the Cardholder.
7- Cardholder will be charged a transaction fee as per the information in the Initial Disclosure Document in the case of disputing a genuine transaction upon request of a copy of the slip for personal 

use.

8. Use Of The Banque Saudi Fransi Internet/Virtual Card:
This card is restricted to online use only. It cannot be used at ATM machines or Point of Sale terminals.

9. Use of Banque Saudi Fransi Credit Cards On The Internet: 
The Cardholder can use his/her credit card for Internet purchase transactions using the Verified by Visa or MasterCard SecureCode service as applicable. To complete the transaction, a one-time 
password (OTP) is sent to the Cardholder’s mobile number and the OTP has to be provided on the Internet screen in the required field. To receive the OTP, transaction alerts and other communication 
from the Bank, updating the mobile number in the Bank’s record is a must. The Cardholder undertakes to take responsibility for updating the Bank records with the correct mobile number and correct 
address. The Bank is not responsible for the cardholder not receiving SMS messages or SMS messages transformed in transit for any reason. The cardholder is required to react immediately to any 
SMS message he/she notices which is not in line with the card usage or the Cardholder expectation.

10. Exchange & Taxation Restrictions:
The Cardholder promises to abide by the exchange and taxation restrictions which may be imposed as a result of the use of card, and the Cardholder will be responsible thereof. The Bank will also 
be authorized to debit all the damages, claims and expenses to which the Bank is exposed, to the account of the Cardholder as a result of these laws, and also all the taxation, fees and expense as 

well as all the amounts imposed by the government for any transaction.

11. Cardholder Responsibilities:
1- Cardholder will be responsible for all the transactions related to the use of his/her own card irrespective of whether it has been made through signing of a bill or providing the card number and 

other information pertaining to the card(s) and/or his/her personal information such as date of birth, ID/Iqama/Passport number and other sensitive information to a travel agent, hotel, car rental 
agency or any other establishment/entity for purpose of purchasing goods/services by request through mail or telephone or e-commerce or point-of-sale or SADAD Bill payment. The Bank, further, 
is not responsible for any misuse of any pieces of information shared.

2- Any transaction executed using the Card, such as cash withdrawals, purchases via point-of-sale terminals or e-commerce (contact and contactless) and charges prescribed by the Bank.
3- Bank will treat Cardholder’s PIN as his/her authorization whenever it is used with the card. Cardholder PIN is the electronic signature and identifies the Cardholder as the authorized user of the 

card. Any instructions received or transactions done using the card with the PIN will have the same legal effect as if the Cardholder signed a written direction to the bank. Safeguarding the PIN is 
the Cardholder responsibility. The copy of the original merchant sales slip or the cash advance slip or any other draft would be considered as a sufficient proof that the transactions were performed. 
The Cardholder agrees that he/she will never reveal the PIN to anyone, including merchants, members of the family and employees of the Bank.

4- The Cardholder agrees that he/she will update the mobile number, address and other contact details, including e-mail address as and when there is a change. The Cardholder acknowledges that 
he/she understands that the mobile phone is a must to receive messages and complete certain transactions and hence the Cardholder agrees to update the mobile number whenever there is a 
change. The Bank is not responsible if the Cardholder does not update the details mentioned here and loses his/her right.

5- For certain transactions, bank may allow the Cardholder to use the card without providing the PIN. For these transactions, Cardholder will have the same responsibilities as if the Cardholder has 
used the card with the PIN.

6- Cardholder shall register, login and access all information provided by the Bank on the Bank’s secure website for the purpose of disclosures and access to information and all Bank notifications, 
including, but not limited to monthly statements, account information, etc., without further need to send this information by e-mail or normal post, unless the Cardholder explicitly requests.

7- The Cardholder agrees and understands that he/she will not use the Card for trading in foreign exchange, and purchasing virtual currencies.
8-  Additional/Supplementary Card: The Primary Cardholder may, subject to approval of the Bank, request an additional/supplementary card for anyone through an official request, according to the 

following conditions:
i.   The Primary Cardholder shall be responsible, in all cases, for the fees, expenses and costs occurring to the additional/supplementary Cardholder through his/her use of the card.
ii.  The Primary Cardholder shall be responsible for all transactions, and these transactions shall be registered at the expense of the Primary Cardholder and posted to the Card Account.
iii.  Use of the additional/supplementary cards is subject to the terms and conditions stipulated by this agreement and additional/supplementary cards will not be used as separate cards for 
account purposes.
iv.  The additional/supplementary card will be subordinate to the Primary Card with respect to cancellation, renewal and suspension as well as other matters, and the contrary is not correct. i.e. 
cancellation, renewal and suspension as well as other matters related to the Supplementary card will not affect the Primary Card.
v.   The credit limit of the Primary Card may be inclusive of the credit limit of the Supplementary Card, never the less, The Primary Cardholder may request the Bank to assign a lower credit limit 
for the Supplementary Card.

12. Card Loss Or Theft: In case of loss or theft, the Cardholder shall notify the Bank immediately. All obligations and outstanding balance and transactions prior reporting the card lost or theft will 
be fully responsible by the Cardholder.

13. Change Of Address:
1. All notices are sent to the Cardholder address shown in this application.
2. Cardholder shall notify the Bank of any change in his/her address or the instructions related to sending the statements and other notices. This notice will only be valid upon receiving it by the Bank.
3. The last address or written instructions given to the Bank shall be considered as the mailing address of the Cardholder for purpose of sending statements and notices.
4. The Bank accepts no liability for misdirected mailings if the Cardholder has not notified the Bank in writing of a change in address.
5. The Bank will not be held liable for any delay regarding the ordinary mail service or any other means selected by the Bank or for non-receipt of the Account Statement and notices by the 
Cardholder.

14. Cancellation Of Card By Cardholder: The Cardholder may request cancellation of his/her main or additional/supplementary card at any time by notifying the Bank in writing or any authenticated 
channels. Cardholder shall pay the outstanding balance and return the plastic to the Bank. In case of new card issuance, the Cardholder can return the card within ten (10) days of receiving the card, 
without the obligation to pay any annual fees provided he/she has not activated and/or used the card for any transaction. In case customer requests a clearance letter, the clearance letter will be 
issued after 30 days from the date of full settlement of the entire outstanding balance on the card account.

15. Cancellation Of Card By The Bank: The Card is owned by the Bank and it will remain so at all times. The Bank may, at its own discretion, cancel the Card and close the Card Account at any 
time with or without any prior notice to the Cardholder. Upon occurrence of this cancellation, Cardholder will stop using the Card, return it to Bank, and pay the outstanding balance immediately.

16. Effect Of Cancellation: All pending transactions including cash advances and purchases are due and payable immediately in full upon cancellation of the Card and closing the Card Account. 
Cardholder shall be, in all cases, responsible for all the expenses and costs which the Bank may incur in collecting the amounts which are due and payable by the Cardholder, in addition to the 
accumulated service fees, fees of the additional amounts and all the fees and expenses accrued subject to these terms and conditions, and he/she shall compensate the Bank for them without delay.

17. Merchant Behavior: The Bank is not responsible for a rejected transaction at the merchant level or for the goods or services which the merchant provides. The complaint of the Cardholder 
against the merchant will not release him/her from any obligations.

18. Re-Issue, Renewal or Replacement: The Bank may, according to its own discretion, reissue, renew or replace the card. However the Bank has the right to check the credit standing, all financial 
obligations on customer, and other relevant information before deciding to renew the card and in no way is obliged to replace the card. If the Bank agrees to replace a card, the Cardholder will pay 
a re-issuance fee.

19. Authenticated communication: any authenticated communication with Cardholder is deemed sufficient for carrying out financial transactions and the Cardholder is responsible for such 
transactions.

20. Reward/Bonus Points: The Reward/Bonus Points are in accordance to “Jana” loyalty program terms and conditions. Cardholder agrees that he/she will redeem these Points within the validity 
period and has no claim on expired and in the event of card cancelation. Cardholder will be notified 1 month before the expiry of the points and repeatedly 1 week before the expiry via authenticated 
communication channels such as SMS.

21. Death: In case of death of the Cardholder the outstanding amount will be settled through the inheritance.

22. Bankruptcy: If the Cardholder declares Bankruptcy the outstanding amounts shall be paid immediately.

23. Assignment: The Bank may assign all or some of its rights at any time to any other party without notification to or approval of the Cardholder.

24. Applicable Laws: In case that the Cardholder fails to pay the amounts payable by him/her, or to fulfill his/her liabilities and obligations under these terms and conditions, Cardholder will agree 
that the Bank may take judicial procedures with the courts, judicial committees or special courts which have authorities over the Cardholder and/or his/her private properties in the Kingdom of Saudi 
Arabia and/or abroad.

25. Saudi Credit Bureau (SIMAH) For Credit Information System: All Banks in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia are engaged in the system of the Saudi Credit Bureau (SIMAH). The Cardholder agrees 
to provide the Bank with any information or data which the Bank requests. This is done to provide information to initiate his/her account with the Bank and/or to review it, or to manage it. If the 
Cardholder fails to pay, this will negatively affect the credit history of the Cardholder, which means that it will not be allowed for him/her in the future to obtain any facilities or finances from other 
Banks.

26. Clause of Illegal Transactions: The Cardholder undertakes not to use the principal or additional card issued for him/her directly or indirectly at any illegal transactions or purposes including 
purchase of goods, or obtaining services which are prohibited to be circulated in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and the place where he/she uses his/her card subject to the rules and laws effective, 
and those which also violate the agreement signed by him/her.

27. Invalidity: If any of these Terms and Conditions is adjudged to be invalid, void or unenforceable, the remaining Terms and Conditions will not be affected thereby. Such invalid provision may be 
replaced by the lawful provision that most nearly embodies the original intention of the parties as expressed herein, and these Terms and Conditions will in any event otherwise remain valid and 
enforceable.

28. Indemnification: You shall be solely responsible for and shall defend, indemnify and hold the Bank, its affiliates and their respective employees, agents, officers, directors, and assigns harmless 
from and against any claims, lawsuits, judgments, losses, liabilities, expenses (including reasonable attorney's fees), costs, damages and awards (collectively “Claims”) including, without limitation, 
Claims relating to economic loss and/or reputational loss arising out of or resulting from your failure to abide by these Terms and Conditions.

29. Termination of Service: The Bank reserves the right to cancel, without notice, any product or service offered to a Cardholder for his/her failure to abide by these Terms and Conditions, which 
shall be in the sole discretion of the Bank.

30. Bank Contact: Cardholder may contact the bank from landline on 8001242121 and from mobile/outside the Kingdom on +966 920000576. In case of a complaint, the Cardholder may contact 
FransiCare Department within the Kingdom on 920000548 or from mobile/outside the Kingdom on +966 920000548. 

31. General Principles for Financial Consumer Protection
1.  A bank will only provide a new card on written or authenticated request from the consumer or from an authorized person. A replacement card can be issued before expiry date or as requested 

by the consumer.
2.  A bank will ensure that cards are issued and delivered to the consumer named on the card, or to an authorized person, in accordance with SAMA circulars.
3.  A bank will provide appropriate electronic channels and free-phone to assist consumers to easily report loss, theft or misuse of their cards.
4.  A bank should fully investigate problems, complaints and claims from consumers, regarding incorrect transactions or any difficulties encountered when using any ‘Automated Teller Machine’ 

(ATM) or ‘Point Of Sale’ (POS) and take corrective action in accordance with SAMA circulars related to this.
5. A bank should not issue a credit card or increase a credit card limit except upon the written or authenticated request of the consumer, according to the regulations and circulars issued by SAMA 

relating to credit cards and debit cards.
6. A bank should not discriminate regarding the issuance of credit cards to consumers and the approval or rejection of a request for a credit card should be based on the consumer’s financial position 

and their ability to repay.
7. A bank should inform consumers of the importance of protecting ATM cards, credit cards, secret numbers and cheque books. The consumer should be informed of the procedures for reporting 

cases of theft, loss and fraud.
8. A consumer will be responsible for any transactions made on their credit card before they reported the loss of their card to the bank. The issuing bank is responsible for any fraudulent transactions 

(transfer of credit card information) without the knowledge of the card holder, whether made before or after the cardholder informs the bank, except in cases which the bank proves the 
cardholder’s responsibility for these transactions.

9. Banks shall ensure that none of its merchant clients implements any additional charges on or passes them to credit/debit cardholders when making payments at POSs to cover the merchant 
service charge. Banks are also responsible for monitoring merchants’ deposits to ensure that they are proportionate to the nature of such merchants’ business. In addition, banks are responsible 
for providing training to workers at stores on the use of POSs, while providing them with operational guidelines to be complied with.

10.  Merchants shall not charge additional fees on top of the cost of products or services if consumers use credit cards or mada debit/prepaid cards for making purchase payments at POSs.
11.  A bank will advise consumers of the transaction limits that apply at POS and ATM at time of issue, reissue of cards, or when these limits change.
12.  A bank should inform consumers to avoid choosing easy secret numbers for banking services or numbers associated

Note: In case Cardholder does not meet the Terms and Conditions of the Card, the bank will take the necessary actions that will have potential consequences on Cardholder. The Cardholder understands that non-compliance 
with these Terms and Conditions may result in:

1. Cancellation/suspension of the Primary and Supplementary Cards without notice from the Bank.

2. Negative impact on SIMAH record and the ability to obtain new credit facilities.

3. Practicing all legal resources/rights with escalation to appropriate Saudi judicial authorities in the event of non-payment of balance dues.

4. Increased financial burden due to commissions, fees and charges in case of paying minimum due amount every month.

5. Financial losses due to unauthorized transactions due to failure to report loss/theft of the Card promptly to the Bank.
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Important: Before you use your Credit Card, please carefully read the Terms and Conditions of this Cardholder’s Agreement.
MasterCard or Visa Low Limit credit cards issued by Banque Saudi Fransi are subject to the terms and conditions specified below.
Cardholders’ request to obtain a MasterCard or Visa card implies the acceptance and full consent to these terms and conditions.

Definitions: 
The following terms and expressions shall have the meanings assigned to each:
Saudi Central Bank
The Bank: Banque Saudi Fransi
The General Terms and Conditions: The document of terms and conditions related to credit cards issued by Banque Saudi Fransi, which was provided to the Card applicant who agreed to comply 
with and abide by.
The Cardholder: The person to whom the Card is issued to (whether the primary cardholder, or the supplementary cardholder), and his/her name will clearly appear on the Card.
Fees: The fees as stated in the schedule of charges and Initial Disclosure document.
Primary Cardholder: The person who applied for the Card from the Bank, and an account will be opened with his/her name. This person will be responsible for all cards issued under the account, 
including Supplementary and Virtual Cards, and Low Limit Cards.
Supplementary Cardholder: Any person authorized by the Primary Cardholder to hold and use the Card Account, and Bank issues a supplementary card with the person’s name.
The Supplementary Card: The Card issued by the Bank with the name of the Supplementary Cardholder.
The Card: The credit card issued by the Bank, such as “Visa” or “MasterCard” or any other credit card, including the Primary Card, the Supplementary Card, and the Internet virtual/low limit cards.
The Account: The account(s) of the Cardholder with the Bank.
The Card Account: An independent account separate from the other accounts of the Cardholder with the Bank, and all details of the transactions relating to the Card will be recorded to this account.
The Card Transaction(s): Any transaction executed using the Card, such as cash withdrawals, purchases via point-of-sale terminals or e-commerce (contact and contactless) and charges 
prescribed by the Bank.
Cash Withdrawals: The cash amount received by the Cardholder from the Bank or any other bank using an ATM or directly receiving the cash from the Bank or an amount transferred into the 
current/savings account.
Credit Limit: The maximum credit limit permitted by the bank for the Card transactions, as notified from time to time to the cardholder.
Account Statement: The monthly statement sent to the Primary Cardholder by ordinary mail service, electronic mail, or electronic statement using internet banking services detailing the Card 
Transactions posted to the Card Account, and all amounts due and payable to the Bank by the Cardholder.
Day: The calendar day

1. General:
1- The Bank reserves the right to accept or reject any low limit credit card application.
2- In case the credit card application is rejected, the applicant will receive the reason for rejection within 5 business days.
3- If the application is accepted, the Cardholder can receive his/her card through one of the Bank branches or through courier, provided that this is determined in advance by the applicant in the 

application form.
4- The credit limit assigned for the low limit credit card is SAR 10 and subject to discretion of the bank. The maximum allowed amount to be loaded/credited to the card is SAR 37,500.
5- The Bank may issue, if it decides to issue a card, a card type of its own choice irrespective of what the Cardholder has asked for and assign the credit limit it deems fit.
6- All credit cards are a property of the bank and the bank may decide to withdraw the card(s) at any time or block or discontinue/cancel the service without any prior notice to protect the interests 

of the Cardholder  and/or the bank.
7- After receiving the card, Cardholder shall sign in the space dedicated for this purpose on the back of the card. Cardholder shall activate the card by calling the Bank toll free telephone directly or 

through one of the Bank branches or through any of the electronic channels of the Bank such as FransiPlus, FransiMobile or the ATM or any other mode the Bank may introduce.
8- The validity of the Card shall be for three (3) years from the date of issuance.
9- The Bank shall renew the Card automatically upon approaching the expiry date and shall collect the necessary charges from the cardholder’s account or card account, unless the Cardholder 

expresses in writing his/her unwillingness to renew the Card fourteen (14) days prior the expiry date of the Card as long as renewal card is not activated.
10- Cardholder assumes full responsibility for the obligations arising throughout the term of use of his/her card. He/she shall pay the principal amounts, service charges, and any other fees, penalties, 

and exchange rates levied by the Bank or Visa/MasterCard or any other entity which are according to the Terms and Conditions due to the Bank immediately, and without any delay.
11- The additional product features and benefits may be changed from time to time without any prior notification, and these include those provided by Visa/MasterCard as well.
12- The Bank is not liable for any misuse or mismanagement of products and services offered to a Cardholder by the Bank.
13- The Bank reserves the right at all times at its sole discretion to change and amend the general terms and conditions and the effective date of implementation of the change/amendment in terms 

and conditions will be after thirty (30) days starting from the date of communicating such change/amendment to the customer/cardholder. Cardholder may cancel and close his/her Card(s) 
provided that such cancellation/closure will be made by written notice within fourteen (14) days prior the change.

14- Benefits and Services: There may be offer benefits and services which are provided through Visa/MasterCard. These are provided by the Bank on a best effort basis and may be subject to specific 
conditions laid out by Visa/MasterCard. The Bank is neither liable nor responsible for the quality or availability of these services. Cardholder is responsible for all concierge and 3rd party 
authorization provided and requested to service provider.

15- The parties intend this Agreement shall be in conformity with the principles of Sharia.
16- The card shall be issued and linked with a Saudi Arabian Riyal account.

2. Credit Limit/Purchase Level:
1- Credit Cardholder may not exceed the credit limit or the amount funded / loaded on the card.
2- If a transaction is performed and the transaction amount exceeds the credit limit or the amount funded / loaded on the card, the Bank is not liable to approve the transaction. However, the 

Cardholder agrees that the Bank may approve such transactions. In addition, the Cardholder will be responsible for any surplus amount, in addition to any other amounts accrued due to the fees 
mentioned in the Initial Disclosure Document. The customer must settle the amounts immediately and the bank reserves the right to deduct amount from any of the customer’s accounts with the 
bank to settle dues.

3- If the service charges and fees applied to the overall balance add up to beyond the credit limit assigned, or in the case of offline/late presentment/force transactions, the delayed transaction may 
cause the account to go over limit. It is the responsibility of the Cardholder to ensure that he/she does not exceed the credit limit.

4- In the event the Cardholder exceeds the credit limit, the Bank at its discretion may suspend the card.
5- In all cases of exceeding the credit limit, the over limit amount is payable immediately, along with the minimum amount due and overdue amount, if any.

6- Cardholder may request for a credit limit increase which the Bank may allow/reject at its own discretion.
7- The bank has the right to at any time to reduce the Credit Limit of the Card without prior notice to the Cardholder and will not increase credit limit unless an authenticated request is submitted by 

primary cardholder.
8- If customer funds the card or opts for auto-load / fund the card functionally when the card funding balances reaches a specified amount by the customer, the bank is not responsible if not loaded 

for any reasons and full responsibility is on the customer to review his / her card account regularly and opt out / discontinue the auto-load / fund functionality via authenticated e-channel services. 

3. Fees: (For applicable Fees, please refer to Initial Disclosure Document)
1- Annual fees are charged upon issuance of the card for the first time and every year upon renewal.
2- Annual fees are charged to the Cardholder in a month chosen by the Bank, and the Cardholder may not reclaim those fees even if the card is cancelled and account is closed before expiry.
3- To avoid service fees, the outstanding balance shall be fully paid and received by the Bank before the payment due date as shown in the statement of account.
4- Value Added Tax: VAT shall be added at the current applicable fees as amended from time to time, as per the VAT Rules and Regulations effective the first of January 2018.

4. Cash Withdrawals:
 Withdrawals are limited to the amount credited / funded / loaded by the customer on the low limit card, the cash advance fee will be calculated for each cash withdrawal transaction as per the Initial 
Disclosure Document. The Bank may set a maximum daily limit of five thousand riyals (SAR 5,000) for cash withdrawal transactions.

5. Card Fraud & Unauthorized Transactions:
1- In case of any fraudulent or unauthorized transactions on The Card, Cardholder must immediately contact and notify the Bank about such transactions whether inside or outside the Kingdom of 

Saudi Arabia. Contact details are available on the back of the Card or the Bank’s website. It is recommended to save the Bank’s contact details at all times.
2- The Cardholder will be liable and responsible for any negligence or delay in reporting any fraud or unauthorized transactions on the Card. It is the exclusive responsibility of the Cardholder to 

safe-guard his/her card details and PIN and not disclose it to anyone. In case of any willful disclosure of such confidential information, the Cardholder will be liability for any fraud as a result of 
this disclosure.

3- The Cardholder should register and ensure he/she is receiving all SMS alerts on the registered mobile number for any transactions on the Card and it is the sole responsibility of the Cardholder 
to carry his/her mobile phone at all times in order to receive the SMS alerts and inform the bank in case of any change in mobile number.

4- The Cardholder will not be financially responsible for any further fraudulent or unauthorized transaction on the Card after he/she has reported the fraudulent/unauthorized transaction to the Bank.
5- The burden of proof for a fraudulent /unauthorized transaction will remain on the Cardholder disputing such transactions and all necessary documentation for this purpose such as customer 

dispute form, passport copy, etc… will have to be provided to the Bank for speedy resolution of the dispute.
6- The Bank will credit the Card Account after satisfying the legitimacy of the dispute and receipt of the required documentation.
7- Although the Bank will make efforts to contact the Cardholder in case of a suspected fraudulent/unauthorized transaction, the Bank reserves the right to block the Card without waiting for 

Cardholder’s confirmation/consent to protect the Cardholder and Bank from any loss.

6. Statement & Payments:
1- Cardholder shall, in all cases, make sure that the Bank has received the payment through a cheque before no more than four business days (excluding Fridays and Saturdays) of the due date, to 

ensure that the Bank has received the due amount on or before date of maturity, bearing in mind the period required for collecting the cheque value as no amount will be registered in account till 
the required amount is received. In all the cases, the payment (including all means of payments such as online payment, SADAD if/and when available, SARIE if/when available, cash, etc…) 
amount should be credited to the credit card account by or on the payment due date so that service charges and other associated charges such as the late payment fees, and not limited to it, is 
applied.

2- Statement of account stating all transactions executed and posted to the Card Account including fees & charges will be generated on monthly basis and will be provided to the Cardholder through 
electronic means or by any other means that may be selected by the Bank on regular basis. 

3- If the Cardholder requires a paper-based statement, he/she may request the Bank and the Bank shall mail it to the Cardholder’s provided address. The Bank will not be held liable for any delay 
regarding the ordinary mail service or any other means selected by the Bank or for non-receipt of the Account Statement by the Cardholder.

4- The Bank will generate monthly statements on the 3rd of every month (Gregorian calendar) or any other day the bank deems fit.The Bank, however, has the right to change the date at its 
discretion. The Cardholder will get a grace period of approximately twenty-one (21) days from the statement generation date to pay the full outstanding balance.

5- The Account Statement will be considered correct and binding on the Cardholder, and in case of any objection/dispute, the Cardholder must notify the Bank of such objection within thirty (30) days 
from the date of issuing the Account Statement. If no objection/dispute is received from the Cardholder within the prescribed period, the Cardholder shall be deemed to be in agreement of the 
Account Statement and no objection will be accepted later.

6- If the customer did not settle the outstanding balance on the card as per the monthly account statement, the card will be suspended and outstanding balance will be deducted from the customer’s 
accounts within the bank as per the following:
a- If outstanding balance is more than the credit limit, there will be a daily deduction from the customer’s accounts until full outstanding balance is settled.
b- If outstanding balance is less than the credit limit, there will be a one-time monthly deduction from the customer’s accounts until full outstanding balance is settled.

8- If the Cardholder does not settle the full outstanding balance and in case of no payment made within consecutive 3 months, following will take place:
a- Card account will be blocked and reported in SIMAH accordingly
b- Contacting the customer within this period to discuss repayment and free credit advice on how to deal with financial issues
c- Work closely with customer on settlement prior reaching any legal action against customer
d. The bank has the right to identify a third party in relations to collection related matter within 1 months after the 3 months period have passed. 
The Late Payment charge will be paid to charity after deducting the actual expenses of collection (if any).

9- All Cash Withdrawal Transactions from ATM machines or by FransiPlus / FransiMobile (online banking) or by Bank branches or transfer from credit card account to current account will be charged 
the applicable cash advance fee and the service charges at the prevailing rate will be applicable from the transaction date of cash withdrawal. 

10- The Bank will report delinquent/defaulted Cardholders to SIMAH (Saudi Credit Bureau) as and when it requires details of the Cardholder’s credit card account including default and 
outstanding/repayment amounts on the Credit Card.

11- The card issuer will not permit the Cardholders to use the Card for any unlawful, illegal or immoral purposes, including the purchase of goods or services prohibited by the Sharia laws. The Card 
also shall not be used for any purchases or services prohibited by Sharia. In case of such use, the Bank reserves the right to cancel any Cards associated with the Card Account provided the 
Cardholder shall pay any amount outstanding on the Card Account.

12- The statement billing currency amount will be in Saudi Riyals; however, for MasterCard, all foreign currency transactions will be converted first to US Dollar as per the prevailing exchange 
conversion rate by MasterCard on the date of the transaction then to Saudi Riyal as per the prevailing exchange conversion rate by MasterCard on the date of the transaction made by the 
Cardholder. For Visa, all foreign currency transactions will be converted to SAR as per the prevailing exchange conversion rate by Visa on the date of the transaction made by the Cardholder. The 

Cardholder would be liable for any difference of fee or currency rate when they will be posted to the Cardholder’s account by the Bank.

MasterCard Example:
POS Transaction
EUR 500 transaction on POS in Paris, France.
EUR 500 is converted into USD 562.7 based on the currency conversion rate of EUR 1 = USD 1.1254
USD 562.7 is converted into Saudi Riyal by applying a 2.7% foreign exchange mark-up as follows:
USD 562.7 X 3.79401 X 102.7% = SAR 2,192.53 (rounded off to the nearest higher Halalah)

Cash Transaction
TRY 1,000 cash withdrawal transaction in Istanbul, Turkey.
TRY 1,000 cash withdrawal transaction amount is converted into USD 365.5 based on the currency conversion rate of TRY 1 = USD 0.3655. 
USD 365.5 is converted into Saudi Riyal by applying a 2.7% foreign exchange mark-up as follows:
365.5 X 3.79401 X 102.7% = SAR 1,424.15 (rounded off to the nearest higher Halalah)
*Cash Advance Fees will apply

Visa Example:
POS Transaction
USD 100 transaction on POS in New York, USA.
USD 100 is converted into SAR 376.42 based on the currency conversion rate of USD 1 = SAR 3.7642
USD 100 is converted into Saudi Riyal by applying a 2.7% foreign exchange mark-up as follows:
USD 100 X 3.7642 X 102.7% = SAR 386.59 (rounded off to the nearest higher Halalah)

Cash Transaction
USD 100 transaction on Cash in New York, USA.
USD 100 is converted into SAR 376.42 based on the currency conversion rate of USD 1 = SAR 3.7642
USD 100 is converted into Saudi Riyal by applying a 2.7% foreign exchange mark-up as follows:
USD 100 X 3.7642 X 102.7% = SAR 386.59 (rounded off to the nearest higher Halalah)
*Cash Advance Fees will apply

7. Debit Amounts In The Current Account & Overdraft Expenses:
1- The Cardholder acknowledges and agrees to authorize the Bank, without the need for prior notice, to deduct any due and payable amounts from any funds available in any account belonging to 

the Cardholder with the Bank. The main account will be the Saudi Riyal account, then follows any additional Non-Saudi Riyal accounts if needed. The Bank will be entitled to utilize any collateral 
of the Cardholder with the Bank including any assets or invaluable materials or amounts deposited with the Bank for repayment of the indebtedness of the Cardholder, and without the need for 
prior notice to the Cardholder. Also, the Bank will be entitled to seize any credit balance in any other current or saving account or any term deposit or any other amounts with the Bank, even if 
such amounts were not held as collaterals.

2- In case of insufficient funds in the account/s of the Cardholder for repaying the due and payable amounts under the Card, the Bank will levy fees without the need for prior authorization from the 
Cardholder. It is the responsibility of the Cardholder to maintain sufficient balance in his/her current/savings account to cover the amounts due occurred through either cash advance, retail 
purchases, and/or service charges or any other fees that may be charged or on account of delayed advise received for offline/late presentment/force transactions.

3- If the Cardholder delays payment of the amount due, the Bank is entitled to suspend the card and deduct the amount due from the customer’s accounts within the bank as per the following:
a. If outstanding balance is more than the credit limit, there will be a daily deduction from the customer’s accounts until full outstanding balance is settled.
b. If outstanding balance is less than the credit limit, there will be a one-time monthly deduction from the customer’s accounts until full outstanding balance is settled.
4- If the Cardholder delays payment of the amount due for three (3) consecutive months, this will result in the following:

a. Blocking of the Card, and no new Card will be issued until the entire debt is settled.
b. Provide the Saudi Credit Bureau (SIMAH), or any other entity or body authorized by SAMA, the name of the Cardholder to be added to the list of defaulted and sanctioned customers. It is known 

that these lists are accessible by all banks operating in Saudi Arabia, and the name of the Cardholder will not be removed from the list until all due and payable amounts are paid.
5- The Cardholder may repay all due amounts, full or partial, before the payment due date, and in case of amounts in excess of the due amounts, they will be added to the available balance, and the 

Cardholder will not be entitled to claim any profits on such amounts.
6- The Bank will be entitled to authorize a third party to collect the due and payable amounts, full or partial, from the Cardholder.
7- Cardholder will be charged a transaction fee as per the information in the Initial Disclosure Document in the case of disputing a genuine transaction upon request of a copy of the slip for personal 

use.

8. Use Of The Banque Saudi Fransi Internet/Virtual Card:
This card is restricted to online use only. It cannot be used at ATM machines or Point of Sale terminals.

9. Use of Banque Saudi Fransi Credit Cards On The Internet: 
The Cardholder can use his/her credit card for Internet purchase transactions using the Verified by Visa or MasterCard SecureCode service as applicable. To complete the transaction, a one-time 
password (OTP) is sent to the Cardholder’s mobile number and the OTP has to be provided on the Internet screen in the required field. To receive the OTP, transaction alerts and other communication 
from the Bank, updating the mobile number in the Bank’s record is a must. The Cardholder undertakes to take responsibility for updating the Bank records with the correct mobile number and correct 
address. The Bank is not responsible for the cardholder not receiving SMS messages or SMS messages transformed in transit for any reason. The cardholder is required to react immediately to any 
SMS message he/she notices which is not in line with the card usage or the Cardholder expectation.

10. Exchange & Taxation Restrictions:
The Cardholder promises to abide by the exchange and taxation restrictions which may be imposed as a result of the use of card, and the Cardholder will be responsible thereof. The Bank will also 
be authorized to debit all the damages, claims and expenses to which the Bank is exposed, to the account of the Cardholder as a result of these laws, and also all the taxation, fees and expense as 

well as all the amounts imposed by the government for any transaction.

11. Cardholder Responsibilities:
1- Cardholder will be responsible for all the transactions related to the use of his/her own card irrespective of whether it has been made through signing of a bill or providing the card number and 

other information pertaining to the card(s) and/or his/her personal information such as date of birth, ID/Iqama/Passport number and other sensitive information to a travel agent, hotel, car rental 
agency or any other establishment/entity for purpose of purchasing goods/services by request through mail or telephone or e-commerce or point-of-sale or SADAD Bill payment. The Bank, further, 
is not responsible for any misuse of any pieces of information shared.

2- Any transaction executed using the Card, such as cash withdrawals, purchases via point-of-sale terminals or e-commerce (contact and contactless) and charges prescribed by the Bank.
3- Bank will treat Cardholder’s PIN as his/her authorization whenever it is used with the card. Cardholder PIN is the electronic signature and identifies the Cardholder as the authorized user of the 

card. Any instructions received or transactions done using the card with the PIN will have the same legal effect as if the Cardholder signed a written direction to the bank. Safeguarding the PIN is 
the Cardholder responsibility. The copy of the original merchant sales slip or the cash advance slip or any other draft would be considered as a sufficient proof that the transactions were performed. 
The Cardholder agrees that he/she will never reveal the PIN to anyone, including merchants, members of the family and employees of the Bank.

4- The Cardholder agrees that he/she will update the mobile number, address and other contact details, including e-mail address as and when there is a change. The Cardholder acknowledges that 
he/she understands that the mobile phone is a must to receive messages and complete certain transactions and hence the Cardholder agrees to update the mobile number whenever there is a 
change. The Bank is not responsible if the Cardholder does not update the details mentioned here and loses his/her right.

5- For certain transactions, bank may allow the Cardholder to use the card without providing the PIN. For these transactions, Cardholder will have the same responsibilities as if the Cardholder has 
used the card with the PIN.

6- Cardholder shall register, login and access all information provided by the Bank on the Bank’s secure website for the purpose of disclosures and access to information and all Bank notifications, 
including, but not limited to monthly statements, account information, etc., without further need to send this information by e-mail or normal post, unless the Cardholder explicitly requests.

7- The Cardholder agrees and understands that he/she will not use the Card for trading in foreign exchange, and purchasing virtual currencies.
8-  Additional/Supplementary Card: The Primary Cardholder may, subject to approval of the Bank, request an additional/supplementary card for anyone through an official request, according to the 

following conditions:
i.   The Primary Cardholder shall be responsible, in all cases, for the fees, expenses and costs occurring to the additional/supplementary Cardholder through his/her use of the card.
ii.  The Primary Cardholder shall be responsible for all transactions, and these transactions shall be registered at the expense of the Primary Cardholder and posted to the Card Account.
iii.  Use of the additional/supplementary cards is subject to the terms and conditions stipulated by this agreement and additional/supplementary cards will not be used as separate cards for 
account purposes.
iv.  The additional/supplementary card will be subordinate to the Primary Card with respect to cancellation, renewal and suspension as well as other matters, and the contrary is not correct. i.e. 
cancellation, renewal and suspension as well as other matters related to the Supplementary card will not affect the Primary Card.
v.   The credit limit of the Primary Card may be inclusive of the credit limit of the Supplementary Card, never the less, The Primary Cardholder may request the Bank to assign a lower credit limit 
for the Supplementary Card.

12. Card Loss Or Theft: In case of loss or theft, the Cardholder shall notify the Bank immediately. All obligations and outstanding balance and transactions prior reporting the card lost or theft will 
be fully responsible by the Cardholder.

13. Change Of Address:
1. All notices are sent to the Cardholder address shown in this application.
2. Cardholder shall notify the Bank of any change in his/her address or the instructions related to sending the statements and other notices. This notice will only be valid upon receiving it by the Bank.
3. The last address or written instructions given to the Bank shall be considered as the mailing address of the Cardholder for purpose of sending statements and notices.
4. The Bank accepts no liability for misdirected mailings if the Cardholder has not notified the Bank in writing of a change in address.
5. The Bank will not be held liable for any delay regarding the ordinary mail service or any other means selected by the Bank or for non-receipt of the Account Statement and notices by the 
Cardholder.

14. Cancellation Of Card By Cardholder: The Cardholder may request cancellation of his/her main or additional/supplementary card at any time by notifying the Bank in writing or any authenticated 
channels. Cardholder shall pay the outstanding balance and return the plastic to the Bank. In case of new card issuance, the Cardholder can return the card within ten (10) days of receiving the card, 
without the obligation to pay any annual fees provided he/she has not activated and/or used the card for any transaction. In case customer requests a clearance letter, the clearance letter will be 
issued after 30 days from the date of full settlement of the entire outstanding balance on the card account.

15. Cancellation Of Card By The Bank: The Card is owned by the Bank and it will remain so at all times. The Bank may, at its own discretion, cancel the Card and close the Card Account at any 
time with or without any prior notice to the Cardholder. Upon occurrence of this cancellation, Cardholder will stop using the Card, return it to Bank, and pay the outstanding balance immediately.

16. Effect Of Cancellation: All pending transactions including cash advances and purchases are due and payable immediately in full upon cancellation of the Card and closing the Card Account. 
Cardholder shall be, in all cases, responsible for all the expenses and costs which the Bank may incur in collecting the amounts which are due and payable by the Cardholder, in addition to the 
accumulated service fees, fees of the additional amounts and all the fees and expenses accrued subject to these terms and conditions, and he/she shall compensate the Bank for them without delay.

17. Merchant Behavior: The Bank is not responsible for a rejected transaction at the merchant level or for the goods or services which the merchant provides. The complaint of the Cardholder 
against the merchant will not release him/her from any obligations.

18. Re-Issue, Renewal or Replacement: The Bank may, according to its own discretion, reissue, renew or replace the card. However the Bank has the right to check the credit standing, all financial 
obligations on customer, and other relevant information before deciding to renew the card and in no way is obliged to replace the card. If the Bank agrees to replace a card, the Cardholder will pay 
a re-issuance fee.

19. Authenticated communication: any authenticated communication with Cardholder is deemed sufficient for carrying out financial transactions and the Cardholder is responsible for such 
transactions.

20. Reward/Bonus Points: The Reward/Bonus Points are in accordance to “Jana” loyalty program terms and conditions. Cardholder agrees that he/she will redeem these Points within the validity 
period and has no claim on expired and in the event of card cancelation. Cardholder will be notified 1 month before the expiry of the points and repeatedly 1 week before the expiry via authenticated 
communication channels such as SMS.

21. Death: In case of death of the Cardholder the outstanding amount will be settled through the inheritance.

22. Bankruptcy: If the Cardholder declares Bankruptcy the outstanding amounts shall be paid immediately.

23. Assignment: The Bank may assign all or some of its rights at any time to any other party without notification to or approval of the Cardholder.

24. Applicable Laws: In case that the Cardholder fails to pay the amounts payable by him/her, or to fulfill his/her liabilities and obligations under these terms and conditions, Cardholder will agree 
that the Bank may take judicial procedures with the courts, judicial committees or special courts which have authorities over the Cardholder and/or his/her private properties in the Kingdom of Saudi 
Arabia and/or abroad.

25. Saudi Credit Bureau (SIMAH) For Credit Information System: All Banks in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia are engaged in the system of the Saudi Credit Bureau (SIMAH). The Cardholder agrees 
to provide the Bank with any information or data which the Bank requests. This is done to provide information to initiate his/her account with the Bank and/or to review it, or to manage it. If the 
Cardholder fails to pay, this will negatively affect the credit history of the Cardholder, which means that it will not be allowed for him/her in the future to obtain any facilities or finances from other 
Banks.

26. Clause of Illegal Transactions: The Cardholder undertakes not to use the principal or additional card issued for him/her directly or indirectly at any illegal transactions or purposes including 
purchase of goods, or obtaining services which are prohibited to be circulated in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and the place where he/she uses his/her card subject to the rules and laws effective, 
and those which also violate the agreement signed by him/her.

27. Invalidity: If any of these Terms and Conditions is adjudged to be invalid, void or unenforceable, the remaining Terms and Conditions will not be affected thereby. Such invalid provision may be 
replaced by the lawful provision that most nearly embodies the original intention of the parties as expressed herein, and these Terms and Conditions will in any event otherwise remain valid and 
enforceable.

28. Indemnification: You shall be solely responsible for and shall defend, indemnify and hold the Bank, its affiliates and their respective employees, agents, officers, directors, and assigns harmless 
from and against any claims, lawsuits, judgments, losses, liabilities, expenses (including reasonable attorney's fees), costs, damages and awards (collectively “Claims”) including, without limitation, 
Claims relating to economic loss and/or reputational loss arising out of or resulting from your failure to abide by these Terms and Conditions.

29. Termination of Service: The Bank reserves the right to cancel, without notice, any product or service offered to a Cardholder for his/her failure to abide by these Terms and Conditions, which 
shall be in the sole discretion of the Bank.

30. Bank Contact: Cardholder may contact the bank from landline on 8001242121 and from mobile/outside the Kingdom on +966 920000576. In case of a complaint, the Cardholder may contact 
FransiCare Department within the Kingdom on 920000548 or from mobile/outside the Kingdom on +966 920000548. 

31. General Principles for Financial Consumer Protection
1.  A bank will only provide a new card on written or authenticated request from the consumer or from an authorized person. A replacement card can be issued before expiry date or as requested 

by the consumer.
2.  A bank will ensure that cards are issued and delivered to the consumer named on the card, or to an authorized person, in accordance with SAMA circulars.
3.  A bank will provide appropriate electronic channels and free-phone to assist consumers to easily report loss, theft or misuse of their cards.
4.  A bank should fully investigate problems, complaints and claims from consumers, regarding incorrect transactions or any difficulties encountered when using any ‘Automated Teller Machine’ 

(ATM) or ‘Point Of Sale’ (POS) and take corrective action in accordance with SAMA circulars related to this.
5. A bank should not issue a credit card or increase a credit card limit except upon the written or authenticated request of the consumer, according to the regulations and circulars issued by SAMA 

relating to credit cards and debit cards.
6. A bank should not discriminate regarding the issuance of credit cards to consumers and the approval or rejection of a request for a credit card should be based on the consumer’s financial position 

and their ability to repay.
7. A bank should inform consumers of the importance of protecting ATM cards, credit cards, secret numbers and cheque books. The consumer should be informed of the procedures for reporting 

cases of theft, loss and fraud.
8. A consumer will be responsible for any transactions made on their credit card before they reported the loss of their card to the bank. The issuing bank is responsible for any fraudulent transactions 

(transfer of credit card information) without the knowledge of the card holder, whether made before or after the cardholder informs the bank, except in cases which the bank proves the 
cardholder’s responsibility for these transactions.

9. Banks shall ensure that none of its merchant clients implements any additional charges on or passes them to credit/debit cardholders when making payments at POSs to cover the merchant 
service charge. Banks are also responsible for monitoring merchants’ deposits to ensure that they are proportionate to the nature of such merchants’ business. In addition, banks are responsible 
for providing training to workers at stores on the use of POSs, while providing them with operational guidelines to be complied with.

10.  Merchants shall not charge additional fees on top of the cost of products or services if consumers use credit cards or mada debit/prepaid cards for making purchase payments at POSs.
11.  A bank will advise consumers of the transaction limits that apply at POS and ATM at time of issue, reissue of cards, or when these limits change.
12.  A bank should inform consumers to avoid choosing easy secret numbers for banking services or numbers associated

Note: In case Cardholder does not meet the Terms and Conditions of the Card, the bank will take the necessary actions that will have potential consequences on Cardholder. The Cardholder understands that non-compliance 
with these Terms and Conditions may result in:

1. Cancellation/suspension of the Primary and Supplementary Cards without notice from the Bank.

2. Negative impact on SIMAH record and the ability to obtain new credit facilities.

3. Practicing all legal resources/rights with escalation to appropriate Saudi judicial authorities in the event of non-payment of balance dues.

4. Increased financial burden due to commissions, fees and charges in case of paying minimum due amount every month.

5. Financial losses due to unauthorized transactions due to failure to report loss/theft of the Card promptly to the Bank.
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